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E x e cu t iv e s u m m a ry
Th is report Ls based on extensive records collected
by the Tweed River Purifi cation Board and details
results from a regional analysis of water quality in
the Tweed ri ver catchment. The work is part of the
rivers component of the NERC Land Occ-an Interac-
tion Study which seeks to understand and quantify
the movement of chemicals from the rivers to the
sea. The report emphasises the msearch value of
routine water quality data as collect ed by the River
Purif ication lloards and the National Ri vers Author-
ity. These data are a national resource, far more
extensive than specifi c research programmes can
provide. However, making grxxl use of such vast
information resources is not easy. There are very
few publications describing broad water quality
characteristics at the regional scale: this report
attempts to redress this imbalance. Simple analytical
and graphical tools have been developed to aid
regional description and here they are used to
provide a regional overview for the Tweed river
basin.
The Tweed is a rural river system in the eastern
Scottish Borders south of Edinburgh. The area is
agricultural, ranging from upland areas of moorland
and rough pasture used for hil l sheep farming, to
arable regions in the lowlands where cereal crops
are grown. Th e population is about 100,000 and
industry is limited to a few small towns such as
Hawick, Galashiels, Selkirk and R dburgh. The
Tweed and its tributaries are clean and unpolluted
with only minor stretches below Class 1 status.
Eutrophication can ticcur in some small lowland
watercourses, and diatom growth on the lower
Tweed can be signifi cant. Accidental pollution,
often related to agricultural or industrial pract ices,
occasionally causes fi sh kills. The Tweed river is a
highly managed system and legislative and eco-
nomic policies play an important role in determin-
ing the water quality.
Extensive water quality records have been col-
lect ed by the Tweed River Purifi cation Board
(Tweed RPM . Samples hum rivers and discharges
from sewage works, landfi ll sites and industry have
been analysed for a wide range of determinands.
The report is based on data from 1985 to 1994.
Particular emphasis is placed on providing a
regional perspect ive using a graphical approach.
The river water quality has been interpreted in
relation to catchment geography and to the ob-
served point source inputs to the catchment.
For many determinands, both diffuse and point
sources contribute to the overall riverine load, but
to varying degrees. The importance of dif fuse and
point sources can be established by analysing the
data. Point inputs are important sources of many
determinands (e.g. phosphate, most metals and
many micro-organics) and, in some cases, make a
signifi cant contribution to the overall riverine lo-ad
(e.g. copper and lead). Dif use agricul tural sources
are particularly important in lowland arable areas
(e.g. fi ir nitrate, phosphate and micro-organics). In
addition, widespread geological sources contribute
to krads of metaLs such as iron and zinc. Regional
remis sion analysis suggests that spatial variations
can  be formally linked to land use and other
factors.
Sewage effl uent is the most signifi cant source of
many pollutant chemicals in the Tweed river basin.
The quality of sewage efl uent is regulated by
consent conditions. Around 87% of sewage treat-
ment works currently meet consent conditions and
this fi gure is rising. Biochemical oxygen demand,
nitrate, total ammonia, chloride and phosphate are
high in sewage efl uent relative to background
river concentrations. This is due to the biodegrad-
able load from faecal matter in domestic efl uent
plus trade efl ent from industries such as food
processing and texti les. Wastes from the electronics
industr y cause heavy metal pollution at some sites
especially Selkirk and Galashiels. Changes in metal
discharges have occurred over li me as a result of
changes in legislation, improved facili ties (either at
the sewage treatment works or as part of industrial
processing) and a changing industrial base. An
example is Selkirk where copper and chromium
have declined whilst iron and lead have increased.
In sewage effl uent, organic chemicals, e.g. a moth-
proofi ng agent and some pestici de residues, have a
mainly industrial source. Micro-organics in sewage
effl uent are site specific and, as with metals, there
have been changes over time for some species.
Direct industrial discharges are very limi ted as a
result of the Tweed RP1I's active policy of encour-
aging, where possible, the connect ion of industrial
wastes to the local authority sewers. Landfi ll sites
have relatively little impact on water quality. Fish
farms cause depletion of disso lved oxygen levels
and increases in suspended solids and total ammo-
nia but these have little impact on water quality.
The results from the Tweed provide important
background information against which better
interpretation of more industrially based river
systems can be made. This is important for issues
such as the reduct ion of chemical loads to the
North Sea. The analysis of data sets such as these
provides important insights into the dominant
factors af ect ing water quality and the relative
importance of point and diffuse inputs.
Fo r e w o rd
Since its formation in 1953 the Tweed River Purifi -
catio n Board has achieved very signifi cant improve-
ments in the qua lity o f the Tweed and its tributar-
ies, whilst always maintaining the focus on the
changing demo grap hical, agricultural, industrial
and legislative pressu res . At the present time 99.7%
of the -rive rs within the Board 's area are now of the
highest quality (Class 1) with only minor stre tches
of fairly w ax] qua lity (Class 2); there are no rivers
of Class 3 or 4 qua lity. Th e Board 's long stand ing
cu lture has be en po llution prevention and a key
eleme nt o f its Mission Statement refers specifi cally
to prevention . The Board 's strategy has been
large ly based on the quantifi cation of po llut ion
sources so that any improveme nts required have
bee n on the basis of sound water quality and
hydrolog ical data derived from and supported by
its co mp rehe nsive samp ling, mo nitoring and
me asureme nt p rogramme .
This report b rings together the we alth of chemical,
hyd rolog ical and water manage me nt informatkm
co llect ed by the Board . It p rese nts the detailed
scientifi c examination of that data within the
co ntext o f a major UK co mm un ity wide research
initia tive , LOIS (Land Ocean Interaction Study). In
th is resp ect, the process o f examining such a major
F ro m c o v e r  : p hotog rap h sh ows the Tweed a bove Galaf oot (A .1 Robson) .
record and relating this to the accumulated know l-
edge of the Board's technical of icers has bee n a
ma jor achieve ment and of cred it to all concerned .
Such is the advance in comp uting po wer, database
development and software packages tha t the data
analysis within the report wo uld not have be en
possible even fi ve years ago . As a conse quence of
all this, the study provides the mo st compreh ensive
analysis of water quality of the Tweed ever unde r-
taken . It endorses the mon itoring stra tegy of the
Bo ard and strengthens the case for p rogrammes
such as 1.0 15. One  of  the purpose s of loo king at
the Tweed was to examine a catchment which was
in relatively pristine condition and the influence of
tho se issues which impinge upo n it - I be lieve the
range  of  data presented , its background and its
signifi cance,  fully  justifi es that purpose . Most
importantly the repo rt points the way to futu re
mo nitoring and research goals which hopefully will
stre ngt hen the link between the newly forming
Environment Protect ion Age ncies and the Natural
Environment Research Council.
J C Currie
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I I n tr o d u c t io n
Th is re po rt desc ribes the water q uality o f the
Tw eed river and its trib uta ries. Th e re are two main
o bjec tives . The fi rst is to prese nt and interp ret
regiona l va riations in water quality fo r the Twee d .
For this a co mp re hensive ana lysis of co ntemp o rary
co nditions Ls inc lud ed . Th e second objective is to
describ e the exploration and deve lopme nt of
methods that a re effective fo r investigating
exte nsive wate r q ua lity data se ts.
The stu dy is se t against a backg round o f ge ne ral
re cognition that reg iona l wate r q uality data
re source s are large ly under-used (e .g. Royal
Commissio n, 1992). Very few UK publications
add ress wate r quality at the reg ion al leve l, ye t such
info rma tion is req uired fo r p lan ning and resea rch .
Th e deve lop me nt of po we rful mod ern co mputer
re so urces ma ke such analyses rea listic , but new
approac hes must be deve lo ped to allo w large
q uantities of data to be rapidly and effect ive ly
assimilated . The graphica l techniques deve lop ed
and used he re sho w so me examples o f how data
ca n be studied and p resented . Th ey have wide
app lica bility and would provide new and va luable
info rma tion if app lied to o ther water q uality
re co rds .
The Tw eed catchme nt is part of the stud y area of
the Land Ocean Interaction Study (LO IS). Within
th e LOIS programme the tra nspo rt of chemicals by
rive rs in the North East UK is be ing stud ied at a
re giona l leve l. The Tweed is an impo rtant
co mp onent of LO IS be cause it is o ne of the major
UK rivers ente ring the North Sea . The Tw ee d drains
a ru ral, sparsely populated reg ion: a stark co ntras t
to the o th er ma in study area, th e Hu mb er syste m,
where h igh pop ulatio n an d leve ls of ind ustr ia l
activity give ris e to m uch grea te r po lluta nt load s.
For the LO IS region, wate r quality changes over
time will be mod e lled in re lation to the im pacts of
land use , urban deve lopment and industr ia l
re newaVdecay. For such modelling to be
unde rtaken, it is necessary to have a so und
apprecia tion of the cu rre nt situ ation . An essentia l
sta rting point is to bring toge ther an d assess
existing data on a reg ional sca le . Such an an alysis
enables mod elling wo rk to focus in on key
processes and ma in co nce rns. In additio n, it
provides scope fo r adapting sam pling p rograth m es
to co llect data that ad dress gaps in know ledge and
that assist the mo de lling p rogra mm e as fu lly as
possible.
Extens ive water quality data co llected an d analysed
by the Tw ee d River Pu rifi ca tion Bo ard (Twee d
RPI3) form th e base of th is report . Th e document
provides a summ ary of relevant backg ro und
info rmat ion abo ut the catchme nt and the
dete rmina nd s th at have be en me asured . It
summ arises reg ional patte rns of wate r quality for a
co mp reh ensive range of de termina nd s, examines
the ca uses of the obse rve d patte rns , and assesse s
the relative imp o rt ance of d if use background
inp uts and point d isch arges . It is intended that the
report will provide an importan t reference
docume nt for use in future hydro chemica l stu dies.
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2 Ba ckg ro u nd d es cr ip tio n of t h e
Tw eed ca tch m en t
2 . 1 Landscap e, clim at e and
po pu lat ion
The River Tweed drains the eastern slopes of the
Scottish Southern Uplands. It rises on the slopes of
Broad Law and Han Fell and fl ows over 160 km to
reach the Tw eed estuary at Ber n ick upon Tweed
(Figure 2.1). The Tweed has a lame catchment area
(approxi mately 4400 km' at Norham). Elevations
range from over 800 m in the hil ls down to sea-
level at the coast (Figure 1 2). There is a high
proportion of upland ground in the catchment: it is
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bounded to the North by the Moorfoot, Pentland
and Lammermuir hi lls, and to the South by The
Cheviot. Th e catchment contains two
Envi ronmentally Sensitive Areas (Central So uthern
Uplands and Central Borders), and numerous Sites
of Special Scientifi c Interest (SSS1); the River Tw eed
and parts of some tributaries are a notifi ed 5551.
Most of the Tweed catchment area lies in Scotland,
but the River Till , which joins the Tw eed upstream
of Norham, fl ows from Northern England, draini ng
the Cheviot and its foothi lls.
-
,
• 1• 11n 1. •
Tw er d River Puri fi cation Bo ard boundary
-
Borders Region Boundary
(wheie di f erent f rom RP);)
— — — Di.triet Boundaries
1
• '
NATI O NA L RIV ERS
A LTM O RIT Y
NO RTH UM BRIA AREA
Fig u r e 2 .2 Th e top og rap hy of th e h iv ed river basin .
The climate is co ol and tem perate . Ave rage
MO RECS monthly te mpera tu re s ra nge fm m around
1°C in Jan ua ry to 13°C in August. Averag e ra infall
over th e w hole ca tch ment is 969 mm yr ' ( 1961- 90;
Tw eed 121313, 1992) b ut the re is a substantial va ria-
tio n with in the re gion (Ta N e 2.1). The h ighes t
avera ge rainfalls are in the upland s and the lowest
are in the lo w-lying easte rn catchme nts (Figu re
2.3) . Because of the exte nt and to pogra phic varia-
tio n of th e Tw eed catchrnent, substantial year to
ye ar va ria tions in annua l rainfall occur across the
are a . For exam ple , in 1991 up pe r Tweedda le
Wet tes t gauged
ca tc hment
(Ettrick Wate r)
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re ce ived 120% of the 194 1 - 1970 ave rag e , w hilst
Easte rn Berwickshire and the foo thills of the
Cheviot re ce ived less tha n 80% of th e average .
Mean annual flow for the Tw ee d is 73 cumecs at
No rham, which equates to an averag e annual
runoff of 555 mm yr ' (In stitute of Hydrology, 1993;
see Fox, 1989 for fu rth er hydrological details) , As
with rainfall, an nua l runoff varies widely aer oss the
catchment, h ighest an d low est value s co incid ing
with high and low rainfall inp uts. Th is in tu rn
re su lts in va riab le evapotranspiration lo sse s (Table
2.1; Figure 2.4).
Ta b le 2 .1 Va ria tions in lo ng p eriod a tr rage ra inf a ll a nd ru noff across the Tweed ca tch men Da ta:
Institu te Of Hy d rolog y, 1993 .
Driest gauged
catchment
(Leet Wate r)
Ave rage for whole
Tweed
(Nor ham)
Rainfall (mm) 1891 652 969
Runoff (mm) 1537 236 555
Percenta ge los s (%) 19 64 44
Figur e 2.3 Standard annual average rainf al l (mm), 194 1-1970, f or the Tweed catchment .
The geology of the area includes a large proportion
of Ordovician and Silurian greywackes, shales and
mudstones (Figure 2.5). These rocks form the hil ls
to the North and West as well as a low plateau in
the upper part of the Teviot basin. In the low lands
there are Old Red Sandstones and, nearer the coast
and in northern England, Carboniferous sedimen-
tary rocks. The Cheviot hil ls to the south are of
volcanic origin. Soils are well drained brown earths
in the low lands with poclzols on the higher land
(peaty podzols and humus-iron podzols). On the
hil l tops there are peats and, on the southern
slopes, gleyed soils are common. Soil properties
have been characterised using a hydrologically
based classifi cation system HOST (l tydrology of
Soil Types; Boorman et at , 1995).
The land cover of the Tweed catchment is diverse
(Figure 2.6), ranging from heather moorlands on
the hil ls, through improved pastures on lower
slopes, to rich agricultural lands in the warmer
dryer low lands (Fuller, 1993; Figure 2.7, Tables 2.2
and 2.3). Conifer plantations now occupy 16% of
the land, an increase from 11% in 1983 and from
3% in 1945 (Borders Regional Council, 1991, 1994).
Plantations are predominantly located on the hil ls
to the south and west of the region and include
Wauchope forest, Craik forest and sites generally
west of Innerleithen. In 1993, around 180 thousand
hectares of land were used for crops and grass (a
high proportion for Scotland; MLURI, 1988), and
204 thousand hectares for rough grazing (Borders
Regional Council, 1994).
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Table 2.2 La nd cover types (Scottish Ofi ce, 1992,
1994)
Land cover types (%)
Arable
Improved grassland
Rough grassland
Heather/peatland
Woodland (mostly coniferous)
Urban/rural development
Mosaic (i.e. mixtures)
0 / 1/ 4
ray '
. 11.1•1• ••
ye- uth
18
26
16
10
16
1
11
/yA3J
Figure 2.4 Average annual evaporat ion in the
Tweed catchment (mm) (Natural Environment
Research Council) .
The main arable crops are barley, wheat, oats,
oilseed rape and potatoes though relative propor-
tions are variable and agricultural pract ices are
constantl y changing in the catchment (see Table
2.4). The 1970's saw increased cereal production,
with a move to winter cereals in the 1980's and
some development of fi elds higher up in the
catchments; this trend has now been reversed with
fi elds returning to grassland. Over the last decade
the area used for growing wheat has increased,
whilst barley acreage has dropped. Numbers of
sheep, the largest livestock group, have increased
and there has been substantial growth in poultry
farming.
Crop areas (ha x1000 )
Wheat
Barley
Oats
Rape
Potatoes
Livestock numbers (x1000)
Cattle
Sheep
Pigs
Poultry
10.5
53.8
1.9
1.2
2.4
160
1263
23
631
The Tweed is a sparsely populated, rural
catchment. The largest centres of population are
small towns such as Flawick , Galashiels and Selkirk
(populations 16 000, 14 000 and 6000, respectively:
data from the 1991 census). There are also
numerous vi llages and hamlets scattewd across the
area. The total population of the Borders area is
around 100 000, with an average population
density of 22 heads km.2 which is less than a tenth
of the UK average, 232 heads km-2. The total urban
area of the Borders region is 49 km' (the Borders
region covers a similar hut not identical
geographical area to the Tweed catchment).
Around 30 water treatment plants together supply
36 MI th y ' to the publ ic and a further 5 MI day '
( 1992) to large industri al users (a decline from
8 MI th y" in 1990). Pri vate horeholes extract
substantial quantities of water for industrial use (in
6
Ta ble 2.3 Ag ricultu ral cap abilities (MLURI, 1988;
f low n a nd Sh ip ley , 1992) .
MLURI agricultural capabilities (%)
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6
Ta ble 2 .4 Ag ric u ltu ral usage in th e Tweed (Borders Reg ion al Cou ncil, 1994) .
1983 1993
 Percentage changesince  1983
20.9
29.1
2.9
6.8
1.8
148
1474
21
1113
(Wd e crop range)
(Moderate a op range)
(Narrow a op range)
(Improved grassland)
(Rough grazing)
99
-46
51
428
-24
-a
17
-7
76
<4
20
17
30
30
excess of 10 MI day '). A few direct abstractions are
made from the main rivers for both industrial use
and for agricultural irrigation. The largest industr ial
abstract ion is for a non-woven cellulose fi bre mi ll:
Dexter Nonwoven.s (9 MI day '). The Tweed itself is
not used for direct abstraction for public drinking
water; supplies are taken from reservoirs and some
boreholes. There are a number of direct supply
reservoirs in the area. Conservation water releases
to the rivers from these reserv oirs (including a
system of discrestionary freshets/ block-grants) are
invaluable in maintaining the quality of the river
system. The freshets etc. are generally released in
dry weather when fl ows are very low and water
temperatures and algal activity are high, or when
particular pollution problems occur (e.g. historical
fi bre accumulation below Dexter Nonwovens) on
Whitcadder Water.
Old Red Sandstone
Carboniferous Limestone
111  Mown/Grazed
1 11 Meadow
I I I Other
Igneous (extrusive)
Moorland Grass
Open Shrub Moor
1
I I
Igneous (intrusive)
Slates and Shales Ill
Fig ur e 2.5 Geology of the 7th eed Catchment . " 'Silur ian and Ordovician. Data are taken f rom the I km
Br itish Geological Survey map of the geology of the UK, 1990.
Dense Shrub Moor  
in  Coniferous Wood U Other
Fig u r e 2.6 Dominant la nd cover f or the Tiveed catchment. Data f rom the Land Cover Map of Great Brita n
(Fuller, 1993) , p rovided by the I nsti tute of Terr estrial Ecology.
2 .2 General w at er qualit y
The Tweed is a relatively clean river system sup-
po rt ing a di verse biology and an important fi shing
resource. Over 99% of the waters in the Tweed
catchment area are Class I , i .e. unpo lluted (Scotti sh
chemi cal classification system; Scottish Ofi ce, 1990,
1985). Overal l, there are very few serious water
quality problems. Only minor stretches of the rivers
are of Class 2 (fairly good quality ), and these
usually result either from sewage discharges or
from natural causes (Scottish Of fice, 1990). The
main Class 2 stretches in 1994 were the Ettrick
Water downstream of Selk irk (copper discharges),
Biggar Water downstream of Biggar sewage treat-
ment works (high nutrient load), Leet Water (dif-
fuse nutri ent inputs) and, until very recently, Jed
Water dow nstream of Jedburgh sewage treatment
works (high industrial load). In earlier years there
were additional problems with the Langton Burn
dow nstream of Duns sewage treatment works. The
Jed Water and I2 ngton Burn stretches have now
moved into class I as a result of reka ation of
outfalls to dow nstream locations w here di lution is
greater. Eutrophication can occur in some of the
eastern rivers in the arable areas, usually as a result
of excessive phosphorus inputs, although nit rate
concentrations can also be high. The problems on
Leet Water have been the result of excessive
grow th and decomposition of weed in the
eutro phic conditions. Diatom growth has been an
occasional problem on the lower Tweed. Such
grow th commonly occurs in the spring and, in
some years, this has led to high pl 1. Algal growth is
more common and occurs on the low er Tweed,
Teviot and Whiteadder Water w here it can exert a
signif icant effect on pl i and dissol ved oxygen.
The overall trend, as mcasured by the Scottish
classifi cation system, is one of steady improvement.
The water quali ty of the Tweed area is cont rolled at
a very local level w ith improvements being made
as problems arise (Curr ie, 1989). Prevention, by
persuasion and education, plays a large role in the
Tw eed RPB's work part icularly with regard to
potential inputs from agriculture.
2 . 3 Input s t o t he Tweed
Sew age t reat m ent work s
In the Tweed RPB area there are 84 local authority
consented sewage discharges serving a population
of 80 000 (Tweed RIM , 1992). Sewage treatment
ranges f rom moderate sized works serving the
domestic and ind ustrial efl uents of towns, down to
sedimentation tanks and settlement tanks in rural
areas. Fifteen of the sewage treatment works
receive ind ustrial effl uent, which can he a signifi -
cant pan of the load to sewage treatment works.
For example, at Jedburgh, efl uent from a
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fellmonger (sheepskin processing) almost doubles
the population equivalent load to the works
(Wallis, 1989) and at Galashiels the industr ial load
produces a population equivalent of 23 000 i.e.
nearly twice the domestic load. At Hawick, indus-
trial efl uent from an abattoir (closed in 1993) and
from woollen-fi nishing processes have had a
substantial effect on the total load (Walli s, 1989)
and this has historically created special problems
for sewage treatment. The numbers of ind ustrial
discharges to sewers for 1988 are as show n in
Table 2.5. Main industries are texti les, electronics
and agriculturally related activities. Sludge from
sewage treatment works is almost enti rely uti l ised
by spreading onto agricultural land.
Ta ble 2 5 Numbers of sewage treatment wort
receiving industrial efl uent, by tw e i n 1988
(Scottish Ofi ce, 1994) .
Industry Number
Engineering
Food processing
Laundering/dry cleaning
Fl ating and metal finishing
Wool manufacture
Generai farming
Other
2
4
1
3
5
5
3
Sew age treatment works are continually being
upgraded or improved either to cope w ith
increased inp uts or to meet consent requirements.
In 1994, 87% of sewage treatment works met their
consents, and each year consent compliance
increases. Plans for sewage work improvements
generally centre on those sewage treatment works
which are most detrimental to river water quality.
For example, a long history of problems
downstream of Jedburgh works has led to the
recent relocation of the outfall to Teviot Water, a
larger river w hich can better assimilate the efl uent.
At Selkirk , electronics industries have led to high
metal concentrations (especially copper) in Ettrick
Water and a chemical treatment plant is now in
operation here, whi le at Galashiels sewage
treatment works, w hich .serves one of the larger
industrial tow ns, there is now tertiary treatment
(Tweed 141,B, 1993) . A number of improvements
and upgrades for smaller sewage treatment works
are carried out each year. There are plans to
improve the water quality of Biggar Water where, at
minimum flows, efl uent dilution may be as low as
1:1. In future, efl uent may be diverted to the River
Clyde, where there is signifi cantly greater di lution.
Indust r y
Industrial activity in the Tweed (2 tchment is low
compared w ith the rest of the UK. Traditionally , the
Tweed has been known for its woo llen ind ustry
including tweed and hosiery mi lls. This ind ustry
remains, although in a much reduced form, being
replaced by a grow ing electronics sector. One of
Europe's largest electronics units is located at
Selk irk . Other industrial activities include fi xx l
processing e.g. fi sh smoking at Duns.
Th ere are now only a few direct industrial dis-
charges to the Tw eed rivers and tributaries: indus-
tr ial efl uent is usually discharged to sewage
treatment works for treatment , o r diverted to a land
based soakaway. Th ere has been a trend away
from d irect discharges. In a number of cases, trade
effl uents also undergo some on-site treatment
before they are discharged . There are currently 48
consented direct trade discharges, including six fi sh
farms (d iscussed below ). Most consents are for
very small discharges and are deemed satisfactory
w ith only a few being routinely sampled. For 1993/
4, 92% of d ischarges were satisfactory. The main
industrial discharges that are sti ll monitored are
Dexter Nonw ovens, w hich had a new efl uent
treatment plant installed in 1991, and a potato
packaging station (at Winfield , now relocated to
Craigswalls). Previously, effl uent data from Border
Sheepskins, Moffat potatoes and the Chemical
Spraying Company in Coldstream have been
analysed . The Border Sheepskins' discharge was
connected to public sewer in the 1980's and Mof fat
po tatoes has discharged to soakaway since 1993.
The Coldstream based Chemical Spraying Com-
pany , w hich stored rather than manufactured
chemicals, w as diverted to sewer in 1992.
Landfill sit es
Management of the District Council landfi ll sites
has improved in recent years. Leachate col lection
has been provided , sometimes w ith lagoons used
to collect effl uent, w ith new interceptor drains, or
w ith surface water control. In some cases, such as
at Easter Lang lee refuse disposal site, a leachate
intercepto r drain with pumped connection to the
pub lic sewer has been installed . The last ten years
have seen some changes in the active tips in the
arca e.g. Fawside tip has been closed and Cleugh
tip in Berw ickshire has been opened.
Fish far ms
Six fi sh farms operate in the Tweed area. Th ese are
on the Yarrow , Ettrick , Gala, Manor and
Whiteadder Waters at po ints where water quality is
especiall y grxx l . The Tweed RPB cannot directly
9
control abstraction.s made for fi sh farming, unl ike
in England, but it can set consents and exerts some
control over abstraction via these consents (e.g. by
consenting on the volume and rate of discharge).
Pollut ion incident s
Pollution incidents are potentially harmfu l to the
sensitive aquatic wild li fe (Figure 2.8) that resides in
the very clean rivers in the Tw eed area. The Tweed
RPB invests considerable time trying to prevent
incidents occurring and in minirnising damage
when they arise. Most common incidents involve
sewage (often due to equipment failure), oi l and
agricultural efl uent or chemicals.
The Tweed RP11 has worked hard to make farmers
aware of the importance of proper practices and
well maintained storage facil ities. Historically ,
inadequate storage facili ties for silage effl uent have
led to overflows during wet weather conditions.
Silage effl uent is high ly polluting (200 times as
polluting as raw domestic sewage; Royal
Commission, 1992) so can seriously damage water
quality. Th ere has been increased inspection of
agricultural activit ies and buildi ngs (silos, sluny
stores, sheep dippers) since 1985 (Tweed RPB,
1985, 1988, 1992) and remedial action or
improvements have been required where problems
were identif ied. This programme of education and
persuasion has meant that farmers are more vigilant
and few incidents of this type now occur.
A further programme of investigation, persuasion
and education has been di rected at sheep dipping
(the region has the greatest sheep density of any
Scottish region; Figure 2.8) . A su rv ey of sheep
dippers by the Tweed RI' l l revealed problems with
poor siting, inadequate disposal and bad
management of dippers (Virt ue, 1995) . Farmers
have now been encouraged to adopt better practise
and to dispose of waste dip by diluting and
spreading such contaminants on the land, away
from water courses. Th is is now recommended in
preference to use of soakaways. As a result , there
have been marked reductions in organophosphate
concentrations in local water courses.
The outcome of the RPB's proactive approach is a
continuing dow nward trend in the number of
pollution incidents; in 1993/4, there were approxi -
mately 205 reported incidents, 30% fewer than in
1989 (Tweed RPB, 1994).
a)
F ig u re 2. 7 La ndscapes of the 7Th eed river basin a) up la nd moors nea r Peebles (I? I  Gibbens) ; b) up la nd
a nd low la nd sce nery nea r Peebles (R J Gibben s); c) Scott 's Mew (A J Robson) .
I 0
Fig u r e 2 .8 Facets of the Dived a ) f ish f a rm ing (A J Robson ) 12) sheep d Ipp ing ( W A Virtue) , c) f a rm shin y
ta nk ( W A Virtue) d ) g reen dra ke mayfly E. Dancia (W A Virtue) .
3 Th e d a ta resou rce
For this report, data have been examined for those
regularly monitored sites which have been sampled
and analysed by the Tweed RPI1 between 1985 and
1994. Further data relating to pollution incidents
and to short term water quality surveys/studies
have not been used because of the complexities of
handling such ink rmation.
Th e backbone of the data set is provided by the
routine sampling of a large number of river sites
which are analysed for up to 15 basic determinands
including pH, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)
and nitrate (Table 3.1). More sophisticated meas-
urements (Table 3.2) are made for a subset of sites
under various environmental schemes such as the
North Sea Action Plan (NSAP), the Paris Commis-
sion (PARCOM), the Global Environmental Monitor-
ing Scheme (GEMS) and the Harmonised Monitor-
ing Network (see Table 3.3 and Appendix D) .
Determinations at these sites include metals, such
as  lead and nickel, and micro-organic pollutants
such as dieldrin, dichlorvos and atrazi ne. The
frequency of measurement and the range of deter-
minands measured depends on the location and
Table  3. 1 Main dmerminands and Opes of location where analysis was carried out. See section 5.2 f or an
explanation of 'available'. (1+ denotes small sewage treatment works (STW9) .
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the sampling plan. Samples are usually taken every
two months (six samples per year) , but there are
variations and not all sit s have been monitored for
the ful l period. Locations of river sites are shown in
Figure 3.1. Many of the sites are sampled under
more than one scheme and hence provide overlap-
ping results. For example, Lyne Water Foot is
sampled for basic determinands as part of the
routine Lyne Water sampling run (site code BROM
and aLso as part of the routine Tweed sampling run
(site code PR( W : a tributary to the Tweed), this
doubles the number of samples for this location. In
addition, this site is sampled for NSAP substances
(UR014). The full list of sites and overlapping codes
is shown in Appendix D.
Samples of sewage, industrial and fish farm effl uent
are also regularly analysed at the locations shown
in Figure 3.2. Sewage treatment works provide the
most widespread pollutant input to the river
systems. Fish farms, direct industrial discharges and
tips are more localised. Samples are usually taken
every two months, but more frequent sampling
occurs at some of the larger sewage treatment
works.
De4enninarx1 Rivers Sewage Fish farms Tips Industry Code
PH • • • • • 2
Suspended Solids (mg 1') • • • • • 4
ROD (mg 1') • • • • 5
Temperature  (GC) • • • 7
Dissolved Oxygen (mg r ) • • •
Dissolved Oxygen (% sat) • • • 9
Permanganate Value (man • • 1
Free  & Saline Ammonia (mg I" N) • • 11
Nbumlnold Nitr ogen (mg ! ' N) 12
W ile (mg 14 N) • • 13
Nitrate (mg ti N) • • • • 14
Chlce de (mg t ' • • • • 15
Soluble Phosphate (mg P) • • • 17
Total Phosphate (mg l ' P) • • • 18
SOca (4) 11 SI) •
Conductivity (pS a wl) • • • 61
Tux  (  I ' available) • • • 101
Lead  (pa t'  available) • • • 102
Cadmium (pg t ' available) • • • 103
Nickel  (pa ll available) • • • 104
hon (pg l ' available) • • • 105
• • • 106Copper (pg t ' available)
ChrorNum (pg available) • • • 107
Table 3.2
 Determinands measured under environmental monitoring programmes.
Table 3.3
 Details  of  river sampling schemes. Wote that most Paris Commission sites started i n 1989, but
ceased in 1991.  Three sites continue to be sampled.
River sampling scheme Number of sites Approximate sampling frequency (year ')
Routine
 - 100 6
North SeaAction Plan 
- 20 12
Harmonised Monitoring Network 3 12
GEMS (Tweed above Galaloot) 1 52
Pans Commission 13(3). 12
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Sewage efl uent is routinely analysed for nutrients,
BOD and available metals (Section 5.2 and Table
3.1) to check for consent compliance. The larger
sewage treatment works are also monitored for
dissolved metals and micro-pollutants under the
Nort h Sea Action Plan (Table 3.2 and Appendix D).
At So m e of these locations, extra samples are taken
just upstream and downstream of sewage treatment
works to monitor the ef ects on river water quality.
For presentation purposes, sewage treatment works
have been roughly grouped as large and small
works. This has been done on the basis of the
Tweed RPB Report 1992 - 1993 (sewage treatment
works l isted in the data tables correspond with
larger works).
Industrial discharges to surface waters are few and
declining. Basic determinands, analysed for consent
compliance monitoring, comprise only pH,
suspended so lids, BOD and metals (Table 3.1).
Further NSA? measurements of metals and micro-
pollutants are extensive (selected from up to 25
determinands; Table 3.2) but are tailored to those
substances that discharges are likely to contain.
Note that data from the Chemical Spraying
Company prior to i ts c o n n e c t io n to kical sewer are
available but are not presented. Effl uent from this
source was extremely high in some micro-organics
but discharges were infrequent and of small
volume. The discharges were made to a soakaway
which leaked into the surface water system.
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Efl uents from fi sh farms are routinely analysed for
a range of basic determinands for consent
compliance (Table 3.1). In addition, river water
samples are taken upstream and downstream of
fi sh farms for metal analysis. Landfi ll sites are only
sampled at a limited number of locations, foll owing
improvements in management practices, although
in the past they were extensively sampled.
Determinands analysed for consent compliance
include available metals but exclude nitrite and
phosphorus species. Some further samples have
been analysed for dissolved metals.
Not all the sites and efl uent discharges were
sampled for the ful l period (1985 - 1994) Some of
the industrial discharges and fi sh farm effl uents
shown on the map no longer exist while others did
not exist at the start of the project. Only sites
where at least ten samples have been analysed are
used in the plots and analyses. A ,robust estimate of
the mean is used in many instances, to try and
reduce the problem of outlying values af ecting the
averages. This robust estimate is the trimmed mean
and is calculated as the average of the data once
the top and txmom 5% of values have been ex-
cluded. In some cases, such as suspended solids,
data is very strongly non-normal so neither the
mean nor the trimmed mean represents a particu-
larly useful measure; both should be viewed with
caution. Note also that average values, as shown in
plots and tables, do not allow for dif erences in
sampling period or in sampling frequency.
4 A g r ap h ica l ap p ro a ch to
reg io na l d a ta a na ly s is
4 . 1 Graphical present at ion
The extensive and complex nature of the Tweed
water quality data makes graphical presentation the
most suitable method for examination. Graphs used
include:
• regional map plots giving a broad spatial
overview;
• line charts summarising the distribution of
data at each of the sites and allowing
intercompanson of these distrihutions;
• time series graphs showing full data seri es at
each site;
• plots of other relationships e.g concentra-
tion against fl ow or season.
Additionally, tables showing basic statistics have
been used to provide further summary information.
In this report it is not possible to present all of the
graphs that were used in the data analysis. For
most determinands, regional maps are shown
together with selected samples of other plots.
For nitrate, a fuller selection of graphs is presented.
These show the range of graphs, and the way in
which these have been used to assist data interpre-
tation. Each of the plot types highlights dif erent
features of the data. Together, the graphs allow an
easily accessible overview of extensive data.
4 .2 N it rat e: a worked ex ample
Back gr oun d
Nitrate levels in UK surface and ground waters
have risen since the war following the increased
use of nitrogen rich fertilisers. This increase is of
concern for the public and for water supply au-
thorities. High nitrate in surface waters, in combi-
nation wi th phosphate can cause eutrophication
and excessive weed, algal and diatom growth. High
nitrate in drinking waters can cause
methaemoglobinaemia in infants and to prevent
this, current drinking water standards are set at
11 mg 1' N (maximum) and 6 mg 11N (guide).
Nitrate is highly so luble and is the main compound
of nitrogen found in fresh waters. It is the fully
oxidised form of nitrogen and, in the rivers, much
of the oxidation is achieved by nitrifying bacteria.
These fr acteria are also active at sewage treatment
works and sewage effl uent is usually high in
nitrates. Runof from agricultural land can contrib-
ute high levels of nitrate especially during winter
when rainfall is high and plant uptake is low .
N it rat e In t he TWeed cat chment
During the last decade, more than 12 500 routine
nitrate determinations have been made at over 200
sites. Around half of these relate to river sites, the
remainder to sewage treatment works, fi sh farms,
tips and industrial discharges. To examine these
data, simple graphs and summary tables have been
used. Figure 4.1 shows a map of the Tweed
catchment. Circles show nitrate concentrations; the
area of each circle is proportional to average
concentration and dif ferent colours denote the
dif erent site types. The map highlights the
• Nitrate is higher in the north eastern area of
the study area (Leet Water, Eden Water,
Lamhden Water and Leader Water). This Ls an
arable arca where crops such as barley,
wheat and potatoes are grown. Here, the
watercourses are relatively small and slow
fl owing and are of very dif erent character to
the much faster fl owing upland streams.
• Nitrate is elevated downstream of Biggar
sewage treatment works (sited to the far
west).
• Sewage is the most spatially widespread
point source of nitrate but concentrations are
variable.
• Fish farms and direct industrial sources are
low in nitrate.
• Tip effl uent can be a source of nitrate, but
there is little evidence of any downstream
effea on water quality.
Time series plots of the data reveal much more
detail about nitrate variations (Figure 4.2) . For the
Tweed, the time series plots show averagt.. s of less
than 2 mg N and a low seasonal variation. In
contrast, time series plots of the arable low land
sites show much higher averages (6 to 20 mg 11 N)
and a marked sinusoid-like seasonal variation.
Sewage effl uent concentration varies from site to
site. For example, very high nitrate concentrations
occur for efl uent from the Insti tute of Animal
Nitrate (mg/I N) (14)
Mean Site Cancernrations
Type o/ Sample
RN ars Sew ag
Main 0 Large
0 T r lb Uta ry
O ther
0 Neer Sewage
Fisn Farms
ineJsesi
Ph ysio logy and Genetics Resea rch (I.A.P.G.R.). Data
for in dustrial d ischa rge s a re limited to th ree sites.
Fo r fish farm s nitrate concentratio ns are ve ry low
w ith no co nsiste nt inc rease in nitrate betwee n inle t
and o utlet. Diffe re nces in samp ling frequency ca n
be identified from the gra phs. Sewage effl uent from
Peeb les and Du ns has been sampled more th an
tw ice as fre quently as at De nho lm, wh ilst the se ptic
ta nk at Lilliesleaf has only been sa mp led for a brief
pe ri od . Da ta from landfills are also patchy —
re lative ly few s ites have heen monitored since
199 1/ 92 fo llowing improve ments in tip
m anageme nt p ractice .
Figure 4 .3 is inte rm ed iate be tw een the ma p and
time se ries p lots . It d isp lays meas ures of th e data
d istrib utio n at e ac h s ite and allows ea sier cro ss
com pariso n be tween rive r sites an d local point
so urce inp uts . For each site , th e mean and 5 and 95
p e rce ntiles a re ma rked and a ve rtical line shows
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Fig u r e 4.1 Map of n itra te con ce ntrations f or the Tweed ca tch ment. Closed circles a nd op en circles are used
to help d isting u ish (a ) between sa mp les on ma in rivets a nd sa mples ta ken  on  tr ibu ta ries to those rivers a nd
(b) betwee n la rge a nd sm all sewage treatnient  works.  Fish f arm sa mp les ca n ref er e ither to upstream and
d ow nstrea m or to in let a nd outlet water quality . Sites nea r sewage treatmen t wo rks refer to water quality
sampling points j ust upstream a nd dow n stream of sew age d ischa rges — these sites only app ly to meta l
determ in ations a nd a re not p resent f or n itra te.
the data range and inte rqua rtile range . Sites are
grouped by site type and hy river region and are
orde red from upstream to downstream. The d iffer-
ent site typ es within each of the re gions are
'stacked vert ically so that point inputs can he
ide ntified . For example , on White adder Water there
are inputs from two small sewage treatm ent works,
from an industrial site and from a fish farm (w ith
three sampling sites), w he rea s on Lambden 13urn
only one small sewage trea tme nt works is mo ni-
to red . High nitrate concentrations on Leet Wate r,
Ede n Wate r, Lam hden Bum and parts of Lead er
Water can he read ily ide ntified , but these ca nnot be
explained by any of the point so urce inp uts in the
locality. Here , there is a stead y downstream in-
crease in the me an and the range of the n itrate
co nce ntra tions. Conce ntrations on the Tweed also
increase downstream hut mo re grad ually . On the
Biggar, co nce ntratio ns decline downstream as
sewage treatm ent works ' inputs are d iluted .
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Fig u re 4.2 (continued overleap Time series plots are shown f or a select ion of the sampled sites f or the y ea rs
1985-1994 . Sites are grouped accord ing to Op e and are roughly ordered f rom upstream to dow nstrea m . The
same horiz on tal scale is used f or all graphs . Vertical scales vary accord ing to the site Drpe bu t are f ix ed with in
each group (e.g . rivers, sewage trea tment works, fi lth f arms) . The term 'settle ' is used to ind icate the sma ller
sewage trea tment works. On each grapb a bar is p lotted alongside the y -a n 's to sbow tbe relative size of the
river ax is:- a short grey bar ind icates that concen tra tions are much h igher tha n in the rivers, a long grey bar
ind icates that concen trations are sim ilar or low relative to the rivets . On each plot the ra nge, tbe nu mber of
values, tbe mean and the tri mmed mean (bracketed) are g iven . Note the elevated concen trations and striking
seasonal variation in some of the arable reg ions.
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Figure 4.3  Line chart &Splaying distri butions of nitrate concentrations. For each site, tbe mean 6) and _5
and 95 percentiles (-) are marked. Vert ical l ines extend outua rds f rom the interquartile range to data
maximum and minimum. Sites are grouped by site type and by river region and are ordered f rom up-
stream to downstream. The term 'settle ' is used to indicate smaller sewage treatment works. The different
site types within each region are 'stacked ' vertically so that point inputs can be identif ed and compared.
All samples of the same type are plotted at the same scale, but diff erent types are plotted at separate scales.
Th e ba r shown to the right shows the extent of the scale used f or river sites and can be used to h4 compare
scales.
Fig u r e 4.4 Sca tter p lots of n itra te concentra tions aga inst f low f or selected river and sewage sites. Flow
volu mes are g iven f or the nea rest downstream f low gauging station . Note tha t f or sewage trea tmen t works
th is mea ns that the p lotted f low is local river fl ow, ra ther tha n actual volu me of d ischa rge.
Ta b le 4. 1 Basic sta tistics f or n itrate concen trations f or 1985 - 1994. The mean, trimmed mean, median
a nd percentiles a re ca lcu la ted f or eacb of the site typ es. Min imum, median and max im um values of
ind ivid ua l site averages a re also g iven . Tbe cutof value shows the level above wh ich poin ts are considered
to be ou tliers a nd have been om itted f rom calcu lat ions of the mea n etc.; the number of poin ts above the
cutof value is show n as the num ber excluded . For n itra te no cutof value had to be imposed bu t f or other
deter m ina nds (see Appen dix A) some p oints bad to be excluded. The detection limit f or n itrate is
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At most river sites, nitrate rise s rap idly with fl ow
but the n fl attens of and may even decline (Figure
4.4). For sewage effl ue nt, the opposite pattern is
see n with nitrate co ncentrations usually being
highest at low fl ows . This relationship occurs
ba use during wet pe riods there is a greater
throughput of water to treatment plants resulting in
increased d ilution. A strong seaso nal pattern, which
relates to the llow characteristics see n above, is
se en for bo th river water and se wage effl uent
'(Figure 4.5) . For the rivers, maximum
concentrations occur in the winter period , whilst
for sewage effl ue nt maximum concentrations are in
the summer. Se asonal variation is most pronounced
in the arab le lowlands. For Jed Water Foo t, the re is
very little seasonal variation and th is may be
because until rece ntly the Jed has contained high
propo rtions of efl uent from Jedburgh. So me
sewage treatment works show greater se asonal
variations tha n others (e .g. Biggar and Galashiels
display more variation than Se lkirk and Jedhurgh).
Basic statistics fo r the various site types are shown
in Table 4.1. From this, the graphica l information
shown on map and time series plots ran be
quantifi ed . Average riverine nitrate concentrations
Day or Year
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Fig u re 4.5 Sca tter p lots showing seasonal va ria tion of n itra te f or riven a nd sew age efl ue nt. N itra te
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in the Tweed catchment are reaso nably low for the
UK (3.4 mg N for the trimmed mean) but , as
noted from the p lots above, show considerab le
variation from site to site (averages range from 1 —
32 mg 11 N). Sewage treatment works efl ue nt is,
on average, more than twice as high in nitrate as
river water (9 mg 1.1N), but site ave ra ges again
range from 1 — 32 mg 11 N. Fish and ind ustrial
samp les average < 2 mg 11 N, whe reas tip samp les
are so mewhat higher in nitrate (4 mg N).
In t e rp r e t a t io n
Th e increased nitrate concentrations and th e
greater seasonal variations in the lowlands show
the importa nce of diffuse agricultu ral sources.
These are highest for Le et Water, which is
predominantly amble and has a low population
(<1000), for La mhd en and Eden Water, which are
ma inly arable but with so me lives tock , and for the
Turfford Burn, a poultry farming area. Other arable
regions, e .g. the lower reaches of Blackadder an d
Whiteadde r Wate r, are fed by up land headwater
areas and have lower nitrate concentrations
(although still higher than the Tweed river).
Fertiliser is ap plied in the amble areas in January or
February and continues regularly until the late
spring. It is generally a mixture of ammonium
nitrate, potassium and phosphate. In these areas
nitrate concentrations are exacerbated by low
rainfall and high evapo-transpiration. Th is alone
may account for a doubl ing of nit rate
concentrations, enough to explain pan of the
regional distribution of nitrate concentrations.
Silage and slurry are major sources of nitrate,
although these are not evident in the most arable
areas and are only signi fi cant where there is
grassland and livestock. Grassland areas do not
give rise to the high levels of nitrate seen for the
Leet, Lambden and Eden. Th is is despite the
practice, driven by inadequate storage conditions,
of spreading silage effl uent and slurry throughout
the year. During the winter there is litt le or no
nitrate uptake and wet conditions cause nitrate to
be leached to the rivers. Nitrate concentrations in
grassland areas are probably moderated by inputs
of low-nitrate waters from upland headwater
So u r c e s .
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The seasonal patterns and fl ow relationships
indicate that ni trate is much higher in soils than it is
in groundwaters (nitrate is lowest during summer
base fl ows when groundwater contributions are
signifi cant). The dif ference between nitrate levels
in soils and groundwater% in winter is most pro-
nounced in areas where nitrate is highest (hence
the larger seasonal variation noted above). A
downstream increase in nitrate is probably linked
to the increasing proportions of intensively farmed
land within the catchment. In the arable areas,
nitrate enrichment has occurred at all levels of fl ow
(i .e. for both ground and soil waters). Even at
basefl ows, nitrate concentrations are much higher
than in upland headwater areas. Thus, although the
increase in nitrate in lowland arable areas is great-
est for the soils, it is sti ll signi fi cant for the
groundwaters.
In summary, the observed nitrate patterns indicate
that dif use agricultural sources are the major
source of nitrates to the rivers. Point sources are
much less important than these dif use inputs.
Nevertheless, where dilution is poor, there may be
a signifi cant rise in nitrate caused by sewage
effl uent.
5 Wa ter q u a lity
This section gives a comprehensive overview of the
observed stream water chemistry from the 100 or so
regularly monitored site.s, emphasising river water
quality and iis relation to point source inputs.
Relationships with fl ow art discussed. The determi-
nands are grouped as:
• basic determinant' s,
• metals, and
• micro-organic pollutants.
The overv iew provided for each group is supple-
mented by a detailed, reference-like description of
results for individual determinands, given in
Appendix B. Section 6.1 records the characteristics
of the different point source inputs while the role
of dif fuse sources is summarised in Section 6.2.
5 . 1 Basic det er m inand s
Basic determinands include pH. temperature,
suspended so lids, dissolved oxygen, biochemical
oxygen demand (BOW , nitrogen species (nitrate,
total ammonia, nitrite), phosphate, chloride and
sil ica. Many of these measurements are important
measures of river water quality status and of the
suitability of a watercourse for aquatic life. Here,
the main results are summarised with more exten-
sive details being provided in Appendix B. As with
nitrate, the results are based on examination of
regional maps, time series plots, fl ow relationships
and tables of average concentrations. The regional
maps are shown for most determinands (Figures
5.1 and 5.2) hut only samples of the oth er graphs
are included. The maps provide a simple overview
of the spatial distribution of the various determi-
nands and of the relative importance of the dif er-
ent point discharges. Summary tables showing
means, medians and the range of site averages are
presented in Appendix A. The tables highlight
dif erences between river sites and the measured
point source inputs.
The regional maps i llustrate the varying river water
quality spatial patterns and the distribution of point
source inputs to the rivers. For most determinands,
sewage treatment works are the main point source
of materials. However, the ratio between average
riverine and average sewage effl uent
concentrations is strongly dependent on the
determinand considered. For example, total
ammonia is around a hundred times higher in
effl uent than in the rivers and phosphate and BOD
are 50 and 25 times as high. Contrastingly,
suspended so lids and nitrate are only three and
fi ve times as high.
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For many determinands, highest concentrations are
found in smaller watercourses draining the low
lying eastern arable area.s (Lambden Burn and the
Leet, Eden and tr ader Waters). Nitrate shows the
strongest pattern, with high nitrate concentrations
spread across all these watercourses (Figure 4.1
and 4.2). Phosphate is also elevated in the low-
lands, but is more localised than nitrate. High
concentrations are found mainly on Leet Water,
Lambden Burn and Turfford Bum (a tributary of
the Leader; Figures 5.1 and 5.3). Since phosphate
levels are very high in sewage efl uent, it is surpris-
ing that highest concentrations are found in the
lowland arable areas where there is relatively little
sewage discharge. Chloride is also high on Leet
Water and Lanth den Bum (i.e. the most easterly of
the above rivers) Silica, BOD and total ammonia
show a slight enhancement in the low lands (Fig-
ures 5.1 and 5.2). Dissolved oxygen, pH and
temperature show little regional variation because
site to site variations are small relative to the mean
(Figure 5.2). The situation is more complex for
suspended solids because data distributions are
much more skewed in the largest rivers. Usually
suspended so lids are higher in the low lands
(Figure 5.2), but at high fl ows, much greater
concentrations are measured on rivers such as the
Tweed and Teviot.
The elevated concentrations in the low land arable
areas probably arise fmm a combination of climatic
and agricultural infl uences. Low rainfall and high
losses by evapotranspiration concentrate rainfall,
and provide less dilution for land derived inputs. In
the relatively dry Leet Water (Table 2.1), climatic
conditions could account for stream concentrations
1.5 to 2 times the Tweed average (depending
whether the primary source is rainfall or the land,
and assuming all other factors to be constant). This
concentration factor is even greater (up to six times
as high) when Leet Water is compared with the
much wetter upland areas. Intensive arable farming
practices in these drier low land areas also impact
on water quality: the land receives high nitrogen
and phosphorus loads from slurry, silage efl uent
and other fertilisers. Spreading of these oft en
continues through the winter to dispose of accu-
mulating wastes, and nutrients are readily leached
from the land in wet winter conditions Riverine
nitrate, phosphate, total ammonia, chloride and
130 11 levels are all likely to he af ected by these
applications. Particularly high phosphate concentra-
tions on Turfford Burn are linked to chicken farms
because phosphate-rich chicken li tter is spread as a
fertiliser. Chicken farming, combined with intensive
arable farming practices, may also af ect Leet Water.
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Fig u r e 5.1 Maps of average con cen tra ti ons of soluble and total phosphate, chloride and sil ica concentra-
t ions. In all cases, highest r a n- concen trat ions are f ound in the lowland arable areas (Lees, f if inbden, and
Leader Waters), ref lecting the effr ct of d iff use sources, low ra inf al l and high evapotransp ira tion . Sewage
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Fig u r e 5 .2 Map s of a verage co ncen tra tions f or b iochem ical oxyg en dem a nd, tota l a m mon ia, p H a n d
susp ended solids . Note the rela tively small regional va ria tion in p ri (m aps f or temperatu re and d issolved
oxy g e n , n ot sh ow n, ha ve a sim ila r app ea ra nce ). Sewag e effl uen t p rovides th e ma in p oint source of sus-
p end ed solids, tota l a m m on ia a nd BOO.
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Figure 5.3 Time series of soluble phosphate f or three
locations  on  a lowland (Leer Water) and upland
(Ettrick Water)  ri tes,  1985 - 1994. Concentrations
on ibe lowland fr et Water are much higher and
show a large seasonal variation.
Sewage treatment works effl uent is high in BOD,
suspended so lids, total ammonia, nitrate, phos-
phate and chloride. O mcentrations vary consider-
ably from site to site, but much of the variation is
attributable to consent conditions (Figure.5.4).
Consent conditions are set in relation to available
dilution and effect ively determine the grade of
treatment process required. The regional maps
highlight the dif erences in effl uent qual ity related
to treatment process. Total ammonia, BOD and
suspended solids are all significantly lower at main
sewage treatment works (Figure 5.2) e.g. for BOD
they am typically one third as low. Most sewage
discharges have only a slight effect on downstream
water quality ; this is as it should be, given that
consent levels are designed to prevent pollution of
the river. However, there are a few sites where
downstream changes can he clearly seen. High
levels of nitrate, ROD, chloride, total ammonia and
phosphate are found below Biggar sewage treat-
ment works because the sewage effl uent discharges
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Figur e 5.4 Time series of total ammonia  in  sewage
efl uent, 1985 - 1994. Efl uent f rom larger works
(e.g. Biggar, Selki rk) conta ins less total ammonia
than efl uent f rom low grade treatment (e.g.
Lill iesleaf septic tank) . Efl uent at f edburgh is an
exception, the result of high industrial load ings
f rom f ellmongeri ng.
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Fig ur e 5.5  Time seri es var iations in total
ammonia f or three sites along the f ed, 1985 - 1994.
Efl uent f rom Jedbu rgh sewage treatment works has
histori cal l y r esulted in high concentrations at Jed
Water f oot because of industr ial loadings.
Figure 56 Time series var iations in dissolved oxygen concentrations f or tbe inlet to and outlet f rom Tinnis
f ish f ar m, 1985 - 1994. Oxygen levels are depleted by the f a rm.
Table 5.1  Some determinands af ected by f ish f ar ming. UK results are taken f ru m Solbe, 1982 . Note that
the changes reported f or the UK study are based on sites located downstream of f ish f arms. For tbe Tweed,
the change is based on the outfl ow (excep t f or the metals, which are measur ed downstream) . • denotes da ta
available f rom only a small number of sites.
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to a relatively small watercourse. Belo w Jedburgh,
high levels of 130 13, total ammonia and chloride
have occurred because of industrial loadings on the
works, in particular Bu m fellmongering (Figure
5.5). Below Duns, where salt used in salmon
smoking is discharged in sewage efl uent, riverine
chloride is e xwe average.
Th ere are few direct industrial inputs in the Tweed
area. High nutrient loads are assod ated w ith food
processing, e.g. potato washing, but have limited
impact on the rivers. In practice most ind ustrial
discharges are made to sewer so ind ustrial wastes
primarily affect sewage efl uent. Tip efl uent
contain.s a wide range of substances, but most do
not make a signifi cant impact on the rivers. Of the
main deterrninands, suspended sol ids are propor-
tional ly the highest in tip leachate.
Fish farms in the Tweed area have li ttle ef ect on
river water quality. Of those determinands meas-
ured, total ammonia, suspended so lids, BOD and
phosphate levels are increased (Table 5.0 . Dis-
so lved oxygen (Figure 5.6) and, to a small degree,
pi t , temperature, nitrate and chloride show a
decrease. These results compare reasonably well
w ith data for other parts of the UK (Solbe, 1982;
Tahle 5.1). Phosphate seems to have increased
more in the Tweed catchment but the sample basis
for the UK phosphate survey was very l imi ted. Al l
of the observed changes are small compared to the
effects of sewage treatment works.
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Many determinands show striking seasonal
variations (e.g. Figures 4.5 and 5.7). For silica,
nitrate, phosphate and oxygen, the seasonal
variations are much greater on the small hut
nutrient rich low land arable streams discussed
above (Figure 5.8). For pH and temperature,
seasonal vari ation is relatively uniform across the
whole of the Tweed catchment (Figure 5.8).
Seasonal variations arise because of changes in
fl ow and temperature. Many ant biologically
mediated and are strongly linked to diatom and
algal growth. Biological effect s will he greatest
where nutrient inputs are high and stream waters
become eutrophic.
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Figu re 5.7  l i me seri es of silica varia tions a t Tweed
above Galaf oot, 1985 — 1994 . Min ima correspond
to sp ring  and a utu m n d ia tom/algal blooms.
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The different determinands show varying fl ow
relationships. For example, in the rivers, suspended
so lids increase rapidly with fl ow (Figure 5.5)
whereas nitrate, silica and total ammonia ini tially
increase but level of or decrease at high fl ows
(Figures 5.10 and 5.11). The contrasting fl ow
dilution effect seen at Jed Water Foot results from
the high efl uent discharge above this point.
Phosphate and pH decrease with fl ow (Figure
5.12), and BOD shows little fl ow relationship.
Dif erences in fl ow relationships are informative
because they can suggest likely sources. In general ,
deterrninands that show fl ow dilution are likely to
have either ground water sources (which
contribute most at low fl ows) or signifi cant point
sources. Determinands that increase with fl ow may
have sources from the upper soils and near surface
runof or from mobilisation of the sediments. For
example, the increases in nitrate, total ammonia
and silica at high fl ows suggest that near surface
waters are important sources and that
groundwaters c riy comparatively low
concentrations.
For sewage efl uent, a fl ow relationship of dilution
during high fl ow periods is typical (e.g. Figure 4.4).
This can contrast with the riverine relationships. In
cases where efl uent signifi cantly affects riverine
concentrations the riverine fl ow relationship can be
altered e.g. at Jedhurgh, the typical riverine total
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Fig ure 5.8  Time series of temperature and d issolved  oxyge n  f or a lowland (La mbden Burn) and up land
(Kingled oors) location 1985 —1994 . Much greater oxygen variations occu r  in  the lowla nds beca use of
h igher nutrien t levels. Th ere is rela tively little temperature d if ference betwven the two sites .
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Overall , the major regional river water quality
variations relate to dif use sources (e.g. nitrate,
Figur e 5.9 Flow relation-
ships f or suspended sol ids at
Tweed above Galaf oot .
Suspended solids increase
rap idly at high fl ows.
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ammonia increase with flow is altered to a
decreasing fl ow relationship (Figure 51 1). Sewage
effl uent can also show a dif ferent distribution of
concentrations to the rivers. Suspended so lids and
total ammonia are much less skewed than for the
rivers whereas Bon is sometimes more skewed
(e.g. Jedburgh and Selkirk).
Flo w (c um eCS)
3 1
Fig ur e 5. 10 Flow relationships f or
sil ica at Tweed above Galaf oot
and Leet Water. Sil ica initial ly
increases with fl ow but then levels
of
Fig ur e 5 11 Flow rela tionships f or
total ammonia at f ed and Eden
Water f oot . At most sites, e,g. Eden
Water f oot, total ammonia
increases with fl ow.
Figure 5 12 Flow relationships
f or pH at FAdleston Water f oot and
Tweed at Norham Br idge. pH
decl ines with fl ow because ru nof
f rom soils and ditches Ls more
acid ic tha n the g roundwater
sources that supp ly the ri vers at low
fl ows.
phosphate, silica and chloride). Seasonal and fl ow
related variations can he strong, especial ly where
concentrations are highest. Sewage efl uent is the
main point source of many determinands, but only
a few sewage treatment works have a signif icant
effect on downstream water quality and these relate
mainly to pom dilution and/or to high industrial
loadings. Industry, ti ps and fi sh farms have only a
small impact on water quality.
5 .2 M et als
Metal concentrations have been determined using
Furnace Atomic Ahsorhtion Spectiophotometry
(ri vers samples) or Flame Atomic Absorbtion
Spectrophotometry (efl uent samples). Up to three
types of determination are made:
• total , which is determined on an unfi ltered and
acid-digested sample,
•  dissolved,  which is determined on a sample
that has been fi ltered through a 0.45 pm fi lter
and,
•  available,  which is determined on an unfi ltered
sample and measures the amount which is
disso lved and in suspension.
Th e distinction hetween dissolved and available
metal concentrations is essentially operationally
defi ned. In reality, fi ne colloidal particles smaller
than 0.45 pm probably exist in waters (Gunn et at ,
1992). Finer fi lters are non-standard within the
water industry and are impractical because of
lengthy fi ltration times. For sewage treatment
works and industry, an available metal
determination is most widespread. For rivers, tips
and fi sh farms, dissolved metals are measured
under the various environmental monitoring
programmes. Total metal concentrations have only
been measured at a limited  set  of sites, often only
for four (three Harmonised Monitoring sites and
the Tweed above Galafoot).
Zinc, lead, nickel, copper, iron and chromium am
the main metals that are determined.
Determinations for cadmium, mercury and the
metalloid arsenic are made at a few sites hut
concentrations tend to be below or very near
detectkm limits. Many of the metals are toxic to
aquatic life when present in excess, the most toxic
being cadmium, mercury, arsenic and chromium.
Most metals have anthropogenic sources e.g.
electronics, fossil fuel combustion and pipework.
The relative importance of natural sources is
variable: chromium has few natural sources, whilst
iron and zinc are abundant in nature.
Th e main features of the metals data are reported
here and a more detailed descript ion of each of the
metals is given in Appendix li . Figures 5.13 — 5.15
show the spatial patterns of metal concentrations
for both rivers and inputs. Appendix A provides
tables of averages for river and point source
samples.
Most of the riverine metal load in the Tweed area
comes from iron (over BO% on average), followed
by zinc ( 10 — 15%) and then copper, lead, nickel
and chromium (in decreasing order; Figure 5.16
Relative proportions of metals in sewage can dif er
greatly from background river proportions. For
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example, the high metal load at Selkirk is
proportionally enhanced in copper and chromium
(Figure 5.16) and, at Galashiels, near ly 50% of the
metal load is copper. In contrast, Biggar sewage
effl uent, which receives relatively little industr ial
effl uent, has a fairly similar proportional
breakdown of metals to the rivers.
Sewage efl uent is an important source of metals
e.g. copper, nickel, chromium and lead, although,
in many cases total effl uent output is dominated by
just a few of the works. Selki rk sewage treatment
works discharges the highest levels of almost all
metals, whilst Galashiels is a notable but lesser
source (see Figures 5.13 — 5.15). The impact on
water quality is seen clearly on Ettrick Water where
samples taken downstream of the Selki rk outfall
show changes in proportions and increases in
concentration (typically by a factor between two
and ten; Figure 5.17). For copper, a proport ional
enhancement can stil l be seen at sites much further
downstream even though much dilution has
(st uf ed by this stage e.g. Tweed at Galafoot and
possibly Norham (Figure 5.17). Copper and
chromium inputs at Selkirk probably make a
signifi cant impact on total river loads to the Tweed
estuary (Figure 5.19 see Appendix B.2 for furt her
details). Nickel is too near detecTion limits for any
increase to he detected Lead, iron and zinc are
near to background levels and there does not
appear to have heen much overall ef ect from
sewage discharges.
Domestic sources may also contribute to the metal
load from sewage treatment works; it has been
estimated for UK sewage treatment works that up
to 20% of nickel, copper, lead and zinc can derive
from domestic sources (pipework, household
chemicals, medicines etc.; Hedgecott and Rogers,
1992). It is not possible to distinguish betw een
domestic and industrial sources here. However,
where there are very large site to site variations in
heavy metals, an industrial source seems likely.
Other point sources of metals are negligible. Most
industrial, fi sh farm and tip efl uents have li ttle
impact on metal concentration. The exception is
iron in ti p efl uent, which aven ges around
3600 pg
For zinc and iron, the most prevalent metals, there
is clearly an important background geological
source. This geological source appears to be
widespread; there are no strong regional variations
across the Tweed area. Lead and copper may also
have lesser background sources. Background levels
of nickel and chromium are below detection limits.
The different analytical methods for metals allow
investigation of the form in which the metals are
found; in particular an approximate division
between available particulate and dissolved
components ca n he made. However, paired
determinations are generally only available for a
restricted set of sites and the results from these may
not he representative of the larger data sets. ALso ,
for the li vers, metal concentrations are often too
low for sensible data analysis to be possible (this
applies to nickel, chromium and possibly lead) .
Dissolved fractions are highest for zinc and copper
and are lowest for iron (Table 5.2). Dissolved and
available particulate proportions in sewage
treatment works are highly site dependent (e.g.
Selk i rk discharges higher available particulate
fractions than most orher works). In efl uent, nickel
tends to have the highest dissolved fract ion and
Mi n the highest part iculate fract ion.
Metal concentrations are only weakly associated
w ith fl ow for the ri vers, although highest concen-
trations are usually seen at low fl ows. Only iron
shows a tendency to increase with fl ow . For
sewage efl uent, fl ow relationships are weak, hut
metal concentrations tend to di lute at high fl ow s.
This is often only seen w here concentrations are
relatively high.
There have been substantial variations in metal
concentrations over time for many sewage
treatment works (Figure 5.18). For example, at
Selkirk , nickel and iron concentrations have
increased over the last decade, whereas copper and
chromium and zinc have decreased. For Selkirk ,
Tab le 5.2 Partition ing between d issolved and particula te components. Average ratios a re shown together
with the ra nge of site ave rages (bracketed) . • ind icates that levels a re p roba bly too low in rivers f or the ratios
p resen ted to be relia ble .
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these changes primarily relate to recent changes in
treatment pro cess: in 1989 a poly-electro lyte was
int roduced , and since 1992 a coagulating agent
based on iron has been added. These process
changes almost certainly explain the observed
increase in iron, and decreases in zinc and copper.
They may also be partially responsible for the
unusually high particulate levels in the Selkirk
effl uent. It is not known why nickel should have
increased since 1993 (nickel is used within the
elect ronics industry). Decreases in chromium may
also relate to a tannery which used chro mium but
has now closed down. Other time series trends in
sewage effl uent include a decline in copper at
Galashiels, and an increase in zinc at Jedburgh. Th e
spike in iron concentrations in 1991 for Jedburgh
sewage effl uent relates to a trial peri od in w hich
iron was used as part of the treatment process.
Further changes in treatment process at Jedburgh
occurred in 1993 and 1994 to help control total
ammonia and nitrate discharges.
Al though sewage treatment works provide a
signifi cant metal load to the Tw eed catchment,
there are very few water quality problems in the
region associated with the metals. Enviro nmental
Quality Standard.s (EQS) and dr inking w ater stand-
ard.s have been met at all sites w ith the exception
of the EQS for copper downstream of Selkirk .
Details of the EQS and dr inking water standards
relative to mean river concentrations are given in
Table 5.3.
Rivers ratios
Dissolved Available Dissolved :Total
Sewage ratios
Dissolved :Available Disso lved:Total
Zmc 0.64 0.60 0.63
(0.54-0.77) (0.31-0.84) (0.38-0.84)
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Fig u re 5 . 13 Map of d issolved a nd ava ilable metal concen trations f or iron and z inc. Ava ilable metal
con centra tions are measured f or a wide ra nge of efl uents (but a t no river sites) . Both z inc and iron have
a sig n if ica nt backgrou nd geolog ical source. Th e circle in the lower right ha nd cor ner of the p lots shows the
detection lim it .
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Fig u r e 5 .15 Map of d issolved chromiu m and d issolved nickeL A nthrop ogen ic inp uts f rom ind ustrial
loading s via sewage trea tment works appear to dom inate total inp uts.
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Fig ure 5 16 Pie charts showing breakdown of metals at ri ver sites and in sewage efl uent. Circle areas are
pr oportional to average concentrations. Sewage efl uent is p lotted at a smaller scale than r iver sites. The
central circle on the r iver p ie charts shows the size that these p ie char ts would appear if p lotted at the same
scale as the sewage effl uent. Selk irk p rovides the highest metal load with enhanced levels of copper,
chromi um and lead . Calashiels also has a high p roportion of copper. The high copper inp ut f rom Selk irk
works impacts downstream metal concent rations.
Table 5.3  Envi ronmental and d rinking water standards in relation to average concentrations f or Tweed
ri ver  and sewage effl uent data. Uni ts are pg P . The range in EQS values ar ises because of the dependence
on water hardness. Average concentrat ions f or the Tweed catchment are  giten  as dissolved f or r iver sites
and as ava ilable f or sewage eff luent.
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Fig u re 5 18 Time series of availa ble metal concen tra tions in sewage efl uent, 198 7 - 199 9. At Selkirk
concen tra tions are h igh because of loads f rom tbe electronics ind ustry . Here, inc reasing iron con cen tra-
tions are d ue to changes in the treatment p rocess, wh ik t decreases in chrom ium a re probably linked to tbe
closing of a tannery . Increases in z inc concentrations at Jedburgh are also observed . The sp ike in iron
concentrations at Jedbu rgh occurred when a d iff eren t trea tment p rocess was tested f or a tria l period . Biggar
sewage trea tment works receives little industrial efl uent and is low in metals.
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Fig u re 5. 19 Cha nges i n copper concentration wi th
d istance downstream. Mean river f low is shown f or
comparison . Selki rk sewage efl uent discharges
between the upstream (U/S) and downstream (D/S)
Selk i rk sites. Galashiels sewage efl uent d ischa rges
between Galaf oot and D/S of Galashiels. The Ettr i ck
j oins the Tweed between Ettrick f oot and Galaf oot.
Both Selk irk a nd Galashiels cause copper concen-
tra tions to rise. Compa rison of aver concentrations
and ri ter fl ows shows that the increases seen
downstream of Selki rk and Gala sh iels are sufi -
ciently la rge to also af ect concentrations at
Norha m.
Overall , sewage treatment works are the most
signifi cant point source of many metals, although
landfi lls are a signi fi cant source of iron. Copper,
chromium, nickel, lead and iron have industrial
sources and are highest in effl uent from larger
towns, notably Selk irk. Copper and chromium in
the Tweed are overw helmingly dominated hy this
Selki rk discharge. Nickel is very near detection
limits in many rivers. Zinc appears to derive mainly
from background sources, whilst iron and lead
have both background and industrial sources.
Pesticides are analysed by the Tweed IIPB using
Capillary Gas Chromatography. Pesticides that are
determined include organrk hlorine pesticides,
organophosphorus insecticides and triazine
herbicides. Organrwhlorine insecticides include
substances such as lindane (gamma-I-ICH).
pentachlorophenol (PCP), DDT and dieldrin and
tend to he highly persistent, bioaccumulating in the
food chain. They have agricultural. forestry and
industrial uses but many have either been banned
or have had their use restrict ed (NRA, 1995).
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Otganophosphorus insecticides, include dichlorvos
and fenitrothion, which are used to protect crops
against a wide range of insect pests, and
propetamphos and diazinon, which are used in
sheep dips. They are highly toxic but biodegrade
rapidly. The triazine herb icides, e.g. simazine and
atrazine, are used for weed control. They are
relatively non-toxic to man but are toxic to fi sh and
are persistent. Simazine and atrazine were banned
in 1993, apart from for use in agriculture and
forestry.
For most species sampling began in 1989 or 1990
following the establishment of the Nort h Sea Action
Plan to reduce loads of "red list" substances. Micro-
organics are analysed at apprm imately 15 river
quality sites, between three and 12 sewage
treatment works and for a few industrial/ tip sites.
Some sewage efl uent samples are aLso analysed for
chlorinated volatiles such as carbon tetrachloride
and trichlorth enzene.
The micro-organic concentrations of rivers and
point source inputs are summarised in Figures
5.20 - 5.21 and Tables 5.4 and 5.5. For the tables,
the micro-organic have been divided into those
detected regularly in the rivers, and those hardly
detected in the rivers. Some of the latter have been
detected in efl uents discharged to the rivers, even
though levels are very low in the rivers themselves.
For many of the substances, even those which are
regularly detected, concentrations are near to or
below detect ion limits for a high proportion of
samples. Because of this, time series plots of micro-
organic concentrations tend to have a very spiky
appearance. Also, average concentrations for a
given site are often less than the detection limit,
even though a signifi cant number of measurements
are at a detectable level. Caution has to be applied
to data interpretation in such cases because of the
high uncertainty attached to the averages.
Monitored point source inputs to the Tweed
include sewage treatment works, industrial effl uent
and tip efl uent. For many micro-organics, sewage
treatment works are the only notable point inputs
and these are highly site and species dependent
because of variations in the industrial loadings to
works. In some cases, the regional maps show how
concentrations at one or two works dominate all
other works (e.g. l'CP, Figure 5.20 and pirimiphos
methyl, Figure 5.21). Higher than average micro-
organic concentrations can occur at Coldstream,
Charlesfi eld, Hawick, Selkirk and Jedburgh,
depending on the specifi c substance (see Table
5.4). For example, the maps show how penta-
chlorophenol is dominated by the inputs from
Hawick and Selkirk , whilst diazinon has a large
input at Coldstream. In some cases, only two to
four sewage treatment works have been sampled
so the picture is very limited.
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Fig ure 5.21 Map s showing average concen trations of linda ne, simaz ine, dich lolv os, tnfl uralin,
p rop etamp hos and p irinup hos methyl.
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Mic To-organics which have a more widespread and
uniform occurrence in sewage efl uent include
lindane, dieldrin and atrazine. For these there is
probably a non-industrial origin or a background
dif use source. Note that dieldrin has not been
used since the early 1970s and atrazine has been
banned from non-agricul tural use since 1993. Direct
industrial inputs of micro-organics are small. Tips
are sources of a few, mainly dichlorvos,
fenitrothion, dieldrin and diazinon. Dichlorvos
seems the most widespread, but no sources of this
chemical have been established.
Tab le  5 4  Micm -organics f ound  in detectable amounts  in ti te r  waters.
For rivers, the range of average values Is given . Bracketed values give an approximate upper range (but not the absolute maximum
as outlier points have been excluded).
For sewage, C Coldstream, Ch Charlesfietd, H Hawick. Highl ighted parts indicate substantial sources. Either average
concentration10f the individual sewage tr eatment works of signifi cance are given or. where most sewage treatment works contr ib -
ute, the range of averages and an approximate upper valve.
large source, t = small source.
Main use A . agricultural , D domestic, I - industrial (see NRA, 1995 for further details).
Ow 0 ,,, 0 ,, are organo-halogen, organo-nitrogen and organo-phosphorus conp ounds respectively. s sediment associated
movement, w movement in solution, i - insecticide. h - herbicide.
Environmental Quality Standards. Note that some of these are proposed standards.
Table 5 5  Micro-organics that are not detected  (or  hardly detected) in river waters.
denotes substances only measured In sewage effl uent
Sites wi th occasional spikes above detection limits. Average concentrations are given where they are above detection limits.
S Selkirk, H a Hawick, eh Charlesfield,  J a  Jedburgh. + denotes that some other site(s) are above the detection fi mit.  The enby
in italics math s the fact that only three sites were monitored.  Note that only a very few sites were monitored for some other
substances.
OH, OH•0, are organo-halog en, organo-nitrogen and organo-phosphorus compounds respectively. C - chlorinated volatiles, s
sediment- associated movement, w = movement in solution, I t. insecticide.
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Occasional exceedances of the Environmental
Quality Standards for micro-organics have occurred
over the past six years, most commonly for
diazinon, dichlorvos and fenitrothion. There have
also been some problems relating to specific point
discharges. For example, in the late 1980's macro-
invertebrate populations below Galashiels sewage
treatment works declined as a result of a synthetic
pyrethroid mothproofi ng agent. Its use within the
town has since been discontinued. More recently,
invertebrate damage occurred downstream of
Jedburgh caused by organophosphorus chemicA s
Determ inand Code Detection Lknft RIverem Sewage (21 Mote Use Time ECISm
Undone (rig I ' ) 76 1 o-  4.5 (50) 10  -  80 (40) A SOH 100
Pentachlorophenol (pg I ' ) 92 0.1 09 2  -  09 37 (<0.2) 5 S, 1.6 H ID 2
Dick ler) (rig I ' ) se 1.5 o  -  1(10) 0  -4 (15) AID sIOK 10
Diazinon (rig I ' ) 142 5 1  -  12 (150) only 3 sites (C) 100
Atrazine (rig  1.1) 147 10 10  -  140 (1000) 60  •  260 (1000) A swhO,, 2000
Simazlne (rig I ' ) 148 10 30  -  270 (800) only 3 sites A sh0 „ 2000
Dichion os (rig I ' ) 149 5 0  -  6 (50) only 4 sites AD 0 „ 1
Fenitrothion (ng I ' ) 150 5 1  -  3 (20) only 3 sites (C) A 0 , 10
Mal athion (ng ')
Propetamphos (ng I ' )
184
185
5
5
0  -  1.5 (4)
0  -  20 (100)
only 3 sites
only 2 sites
AD
A
MO, 10
Pirimp hos Methyl (ng t ' ) 188 5 0  -  3 (80) only 3 sites (Ch) A
Determinand Code Detection limit Riven Sews em 71
Aldrin (ng 11) 78 1 • •
Carbon tetracn oride (pg I ' )* 91 1 •
Endrin (ng I ' )
pp'DD7(ng t ' )
93 0.5
1
•
•
•
31 S  +
•
•
an ,
OH
Hexachlorobenzene (ng I ' ) 135 3 • 12 5. 22 H+ • OH
Hexachlorobutadene (rig I ' ) 136 10 o„
Endosufl an (ng I ' ) 145 10 V  • • o„
PCB (28, 52. 101, 118. 138 , 153, 180) (ng I ') 146 10 o„
Azinphos Methyl (rig I ' )
Trifl uralin (rig I ')
151
152
1
10
•
•
•
•
• o,
o„
150
c 100
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Fig u re 52 2 Time series of d iaz inon concentra tions
a t f our river sites, 1989 — 1994 . Concen tra tions
ha w increased on some wa tercou rs es.
tha t we re no t removed by sewage treatment
processe s. The greate r d ilution available at the now
relocated outfall se ems to have remed ied this, but a
recently detected new insecticide (cype rmethrin)
could now ha ve an adverse bio log ica l e ffect in the
Teviot .
Th e reg ional maps have been used to assess the
broad features of spatial riverine variations.
Pentachlo ropheno l, d ieldrin and lindane show a
un iform spatial distribution. Contrastingly, atrazine ,
simazine and d iazinon are higher in the lowlands ,
as are, to a lesser extent, d ichkwvos , fenitrothion
and pirimiphos methyl. For these , Let t Water,
Turfford Burn and Eden Water usually have highest
concentrations, whereas the less arable Eddleston
and Gala Water and the lowe r reaches of the
Tweed are relatively free of micro-o rganics.
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Fig u re 52 3 Time series varia tions f or a traz ine a nd
sirnaz ine on the Whiteadder and Tweed, 1989 —
1994.
The elevated leveLs of some of the micro-organic
po llutants in low land arab le tributaries are prob-
ably the result o f widespread and legitimate agri-
cultural applications. Sma ller streams and tr ibutaries
in localised areas are likely to experience th e
highest co ncentrations. These will not necessarily
be picked up at the main sampling sites because in
ma ny cases dilution leads to concentrations lower
than detection limits. Samp les taken as part of the
sheep d ip survey (see Section 2.3) showed rela-
tively high levels of sheep dip che micals in local
watercourses prior to the programme of education
( 1989/90). Afterwards, there was a signifi cant
decline in p ropeta mp hos and d iazino n concentra-
tions for the tributaries in these areas. Desp ite
these local improvements, the re has be en little
downward trend in either propetamp hos or
d iazinon at the main river samp ling sites .
89 9 92 93 94 95
Fig u re 5 2 4 Time series of d ich lort os
co n ce n trations a t f ou r river sites, 198 9 - 1994 .
Con ce n tration s ha te declined bu t there a re no
kn ow n sou rces with in the ca tch ment. Th e d ots sbow
va lues a t the d etection lim it .
Concentrations of diazinon have increased in Leet
Water and a possible upward trend has been
identified for Eden Water (Figure 5.22). Diazinon
has uses in arable areas and this may explain the
trend since there are few sheep in these tw o
catchments, particularly the Leet.
The triazines, atrazine and simazine have declined
follow ing the ban on non-agricultural use in 1993
(Figure 5.23). Dieldrin, dichlorvos and trifluralin
concentrations have demonstrated a downward
trend at a several (Figure 5.24). A marked decline
in pentachli m p henol concentrations at Hawick
sewage treatment works is the result of mothpn xi -
ing agents no longer being used (Figure 5.25).
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Fig u re 5 25 Time seri es of p en tach iorophen ol
conce ntrations in I la w ick sew age efl ue nt, 198 9 -
1994 . Concentrations declin ed rap idly once the use
of mothp roofi ng ag e n ts wa s stopped .
Micro-organic concentrations in rivers tend, if
anything, to di lute with flow. Most obvious dilution
relationships are seen for atrazine and simazine; for
the rest the relationship is fairly weak. There may
also be a slight dilution ef ect for sewage effl uent
for some species - but again it is only weak.
Micro-organic loads are highly dependent on
current and historical farming practice and indus-
trial use. In many cases, legislation plays a key role
in controlling use. Future changes connected to
industrial activity are likely to have a rapid impact
on river concentrations, as was seen for
pentachlorophenol at Hawick. Agricu ltural changes
will probably have a more gradual ef ect because
of the dif use nature of these inputs, but it will
depend on the chemical and how it has been used.
There may be signifi cant reservoirs of persistent
chemicals in old soakaways and these wil l compli-
cate predictions of future change.
Overall, micro-organic levels are low for the
Tweed. Pesticide levels tend to be higher in
agricultural areas hut on the main rivers they arc
well within drinking water quality guidelines
(1 pg 1.1for individual pesticides and 5 pg 1-' in
total) and are usually below EQS values.
Nevertheless, net increases in micro-organic levels
have occurred between the headwaters and the
lower Tweed for diazinon, atrazine and sinu zine,
and to lesser extent for fenitrothion, dichlorvos and
trifl uralin. It is not clear to what extent industrial
loads (via sewage efl uent) are contributing to the
total export of micro-organics; concentrations of
micro-organics are both very low and very variable
and this makes further analysis dif fi cult. However,
it may be that dif use inputs are the major source of
micro-organics, and that these are reaching the
rivers through legitimate use rather than through
accidents and poor usage. Signifi cant reservoirs of
some persistent chemicals probably exist in old
soakaways and it is possible that inputs from such
sources are substantial relative to current use.
6 I np u ts to th e Tw eed
6 . 1 Sum m ar y of po int sou rce
input s
Sew age
Sewage treatment works are the most widespread
and signifi cant point sources of many of the
chemicals found in the Tweed waters. Usually they
receive contributions from both domestic and
industr ial sources. In larger towns the industrial
contribution may be greater than the domestic
load. Around 87% of sewage treatment works now
meet consents and this proportion is rising (in 1985
only 70% met consents). Incidents of poor quality
effl uent causing serious pollution are rare and have
mainly been caused by high industrial loads or
insuf icient dilution in the receiving watercourse.
Sewage treatment works receive a substantial
biodegradable load (e.g. from faecal matter and
fi xxl processing wastes). This results in efl uent
which is high in 130 1), suspended solids, ammonia,
nitrate, phosphate and chloride. For phosphate
there are additional sources from detergents. In
general, larger works have more stringent consent
standards and produce better quality sewage
effluent, albeit in greater quantit ies. Higher grade
treatment reduces suspended solids, ammonia,
nitrite and HOD. There are exceptions to this
general statement; for example. at Jedhurgh, total
ammonia and suspended solids are disproportion-
ately high ow ing to high industrial loadings from
fellmongering.
Heavy metal concentrations are higher in sewage
effl uent from the larger towns attributed to indus-
trial inputs. This is particularly striking at Selkirk
because of the thriving electronics industry. Selkirk
sewage efl uent dominates point inputs of copper
and chromium to the Tweed. Nickel, lead and iron
can also be very high in sewage effl uent; though
site to site variation is large. In the last ten years,
metal concentrations have changed: nickel and iron
have increased at Selkirk, hut copper, chromium
and zinc have decreased copper has declined at
GalashieLs, whilst zinc has increased at Jedhurgh.
These changes can he linked to changes in indus-
trial process or raw materials and to alterations in
effl uent treatment.
Sewage effl uent is the only signifi cant monitored
point source of many micro-organics. Some micro-
organics are widespread and are detected at most
sewage treatment works (e.g. dieldri n and
atrazine), whilst others am discharged from just a
few (e.g. diazinon and pentachlorophenol). High-
est discharge concentrations are from Selkirk,
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Hawick, Coldstream, Charlesfield and Jedbungh.
Th ese have varied over time in response to indus-
trial and legislative changes and to improved
treatment (either at the sewage treatment works or
as part of factory processing). For example at
Hawick, pentachlorophenol, a mothproofer which
is no longer used, has declined.
There is usually only a weak relationship between
effl uent quality and river fl ows. Where such a
relationship exists, concentrations typically dilute at
higher fl ows. This pattern often contrasts w ith the
riverine fl ow relationship. The distri bution of
species concentrations in effluent also dif fers from
the rivers, tending to be less skewed.
Landf il l sit es
Landfi ll sites in the Tweed area have little impact
on surface waters. A few localised poor quali ty
waters are monitored but they are generally on
small ditches and burns. The ef ect on larger
watercourses is minimal. Al though tip effl uent
contains a wide range of substances the concentra-
tions are probably not signifi cant in comparison
with effl uent from sewage treatment works. Of the
monitored species, suspended solids and iron
levels are most affected by tips. There is evidence
of fairly widespread discharge of micro-organics,
including dichlorvos, fenitrothion, dieldrin and
diazinon.
Indust r y
Industry in the Tweed basin is limited in terms of
the scale and range of processes. Most industr ial
effl uent in the area is routed via sewage treatment
works and combined with domestic efl uent. This
accounts for the elevated leveLs of some metal and
micro-organic chemicaLs found in a number of
sewage efl uents. Of the direct dischargers, a
potato packaging company, a chemical storage
company, a non-woven cellulose fi bre mill and a
vegetable washery have been regularly sampled
during the last decade.
Site to site variations in sewage efl uent, particu-
larly for metals and micro-organics indicate distinc-
tive industrial loadings. h xxl processing and
textiles are associated with high nutrient loads,
whilst industries such as electronics result in a large
metal load. In general, stricter regulation has led to
improvements in industrial effl uent quality. For
example, a Krofta treatment plant installed at
Dexter Nonwovens has improved efl uent from this
site.
Fish far ms
Fish farms pose few water quality problems on the
Tweed . Occasional failure to meet disso lved
oxyge n consents is usually a result of high stocking
densities w ith in the unit, o ften during low fl ows
and warm weather. Studies o f fi sh farms in othe r
areas of Scotland have found mo re serious effects
(Tervet, 198 1) due to :
• reduced river fl ows fo llowing water abstraction;
• pollution (part icularly associated with waste
food and faecal material); and
• disease .
In some cases, farm effl ue nt may form the maiority
fl ow in the waterco urse and th is can red uce water
quality be cause of high suspended solids, high
BOD and assoc iated oxyge n depletion problems.
Biological ef ects o f accidenta l fi sh release and
spread of d isease canno t be quantifi ed from the
water quality data that has be en examined he re.
Fish farms in the Tweed reg ion cause increased
levels o f total ammonia, suspended solids, HOD,
phosp hate, iron and co pper. Dissolved oxyge n and,
to a small degree, pH, temperature , nitrate , chlo-
ride , zinc, nicke l and lead , all decrease. The ob-
se rv ed changes are small relative to average river
water quality but may be signifi cant relative to the
water quality of the intake . Fish farms tend to be
sited where water quality is particu larly good , so an
increase of 2 mg of suspended so lids may
repre se nt a doub ling relative to the intake . How-
eve r, in gene ral , the water qua lity changes due to
fi sh farms in the area are small comp ared to the
effects of sewage treatment wo rks .
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6 .2 Sum m ar y of dif fuse input s
Almost all determinands have bo th diffuse and
point sources. For some, the diffuse compo ne nt is
rather more signifi cant in relation to po int source
inp uts than for oth ers. Basic determinands with the
mo st notable dif use sources include nitrate ,
phosphate, chloride and silica. All these determi-
nands show very similar spatial patterns; concentra-
tions are highest in the arab le farming region
around Lambd en Burn, Leet Water and Leade r
Water and are much lower else whe re.
Some meta ls may also have dif use sources which
provide a signifi cant proportion of riverine levels.
Zinc and iron appear to have th e largest dif use
comp onent which relates to geological sources .
Copper and lead have lowe r background inp uts,
whilst background levels of nickel and chro mium
are beneath detection limits. In all cases there are
point source inp uts from sewage treatment works,
altho ugh the relative import ance varies.
For many of the micro-organic pollutants , data are
too limited or too near detection limits for it to be
possible to separate d iffuse and point sources .
However, the pattern of higher concentra tions,
seen in the lowlands for atrazine , simazine and
diazino n and to a lesser extent for dichlo rvos,
fenitrothion and pirimiphos methyl, suggests a
d if use agricultural source . For pentachloropheno l,
dield rin and lindane there may again be a dif use
source but th e spatial distribution is much mo re
even .
7 Ta k ing th ing s f u r th er
Th e ana lysis detailed in this re port represen ts an
impo rtant ste p toward s understanding wate r q uality
at th e river basin leve l. Neverth eless, furthe r
deve lopments are desirable . For example , the re is a
nee d to examin e chemica l loa ds in rivers, as well as
averag e conce ntrations , and to re late these loads to
so urce s. In ma ny respec ts, such deve lopme nts are
still hampe red by insufi cie nt info rma tion , even
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given the large data se ts which ha ve be en
analyse d . For exa mp le , for many po int dis cha rge s,
th e re is little or no q uantitative info rmation o n tim e
variatio ns in vo lume s of d ischarge s. Even so ,
simp le load s ana lysis for the rivers , using existin g
database information, ca n be info rma tive . Figure
7.1 illustrates this. Nitrate loads, ave rag e
conce ntr ations and loads pe r unit area are g ive n fo r
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Fig u re 7.1 Nitrate loads f or main inp ut tributaries to the Tweed (lef t colu mn) and f or sites along the Tweed
(right column) - all ordered f rom upstream to downstrea m. Concen trations, load per unit area of
catchment and catchme nt a reas are also shown . Areas with h igh n itrate concen trations (Le et and Eden
Waters) do not make the h ighest contribu tions to total loads.
th e Tweed and its main trib uta rie s. Altho ug h nitrate
co nce ntration s are m uch high e r in th e lowland
arab le trib uta ries thi s re p re se nts o nly a mod e ra te
p art o f the to ta l n itra te load of the Twee d rive r.
This is b eca use the h igh co nce ntrations are offse t
by low ave rag e runo ff, the result of re lative ly low
rainfall co mb ined w ith hig h evaporation . La rge r
ca tchments w ith h igh ru noff, such as th e "le vio t
rive r, co ntribute substantially to the ove rall load ,
eve n tho ugh co nce ntrat ions are low. In o the r
w o rds , low land a reas ap pear much less important
w hen load s a re co nside red . At p resent, mo nito ring
p rog ramm es are heav ily focused on rive rs with
high co nce ntra tio ns. In future it m ay be se nsib le to
re vise sam pling sites to give hig he r weigh ting to a
load b ased pe rsp ect ive .
O ne re aso n fo r stu dying water quality is to imp rove
unde rsta nd ing of pre se nt-day environmenta l
processes and to enab le bette r p redict ion of futu re
w ate r q ua lity changes. An important co mponent of
th e LO IS program me w ill be to fo recas t wate r
q uality chang es fo r the next 100 years . Idea lly,
th ese models sho uld be based o n a deta iled
p roce ss-based de scrip tion of th e syste m. Ho wever,
th e system is h igh ly co m plex and it will be
nece ssary to foc us o n a few key proce sse s . The
analysis p rese nted he re he lps with this by
pro vid ing a base line assessment of so urces — i.e .
w he th e r th ey are ma inly po int based or d iffuse and
w hethe r d iffuse so urce s are prim arily linked to
geo logy or ag ricultu re . Eve n so , m uch information
and ma ny paramete rs w ill he re quired before the
co m ponent processe s ca n be cha racte rised and this
w ill req uire additio nal b ut high ly foc used
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monitoring . It will aLso be nece ssa ry to sp ec ify
scenarios of futu re change in a way tha t can be
applied to such mod els an d this may not be simp le
because of th e qualita tive na tu re of eco nomic and
po litical information.
O ne route forward , may be the developme nt of
models of inte rmediate co mplexity. For example ,
simple em pirica l regression techn iques may provide
a useful means of obtain ing crude p redictions
w hen lack of suita ble da ta preve nts use of mo re
so phisticated mod els. In Appendix C, an examp le
of such an analysis is give n fo r ni trate . For this ,
simple regional ana lysis techn iqu es we re used to
formally link land use , geo logy and oth er facto rs to
nitrate co nce ntrations . So me p otentially re levant
ca tch ment descrip to rs we re not used at thi s stage
beca use quan titative informat ion was lacking . Th e
analysis iden tified th ree catchme nt va riab les which
toge the r exp laine d mo st of the n itrate va riation .
These we re :
• the pro port ion of mo wn/ grazed land,
• the proportio n of tilled land and
• the p roportion of area with a macroporo us so il
structu re abo ve shallow groundwater.
I lo weve r, there we re close co rre lations be tween
ma ny of the catchment pro perties , and this me ans
that othe r co mb inations o f va riab les co uld also
exp lain the n itrate patte rns . Th is unce rtain ty may
be se rious in relation to th e reliability of futu re
predictions. Nevertheless such an ap proac h, though
simplistic , is o ne me ans of obta ining a
be st-est imate of future change .
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Fig u r e 7.2 Time  series of n itrate concentrations f or the Tweed above Galaf oot f or the y ea rs 195 7 - 1995 .
Th e top grap h shows the f ull da ta series. Th e lower grap h shows three smoothed measures of change: the
stepped curve sbows the ann ua l aterage concentration; the two curved lines show loca lly weighted
smoothed averages h igh ligh ting (a) long -term changes (b) seasona l varia tions .
Whatever modell ing approach is used, there will
inevitably be a high level of uncertainty. Part of this
will relate to structural inaccuracies in the models,
to missing or misrepresented processes, and to
unkn ow n or il l-defi ned parameters. An even higher
degree of uncertainty will result fm m highly
speculative scenarios. However, there are other
ways in w hich it may be possible to improve the
modell ing of change. One wil l be to make fuller
use of information from the past. In this report, 10
years of data records have been used, but records
for this area extend much further back. The
diffi culty is that, as yet, they are only stored in
paper format. The single exception to th is is a 40
year record for a site at Tweed above Galafoot.
Thi s highly informative data shows how water
quali ty has changed over the years, e.g. it
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demonstrates that ni trate has increased over this
period Figure 7.2. If this type of information can be
linked to the land use changes that are known,
then this must surely improve our abil ity to mod el
into the future.
Whi lst predictive models are useful for the
purposes of environmental management decisions
and guidelines, they can never substitu te for
monitoring programs no matter how well the
functioning of the environment is thought to be
understood . The two aspects must in fact
complement each other. For the fu ture, the
interplay between applied monitor ing, focused
process studies, uti l isation of historical records, and
basin scale modell ing must be extended and
strengthened.
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8 Co nclu s ions
Th e Tw eed catchment area Ls a complex and
variable system, even though the rivers are clean
and the region is largely rural. The wide variety of
determinands which have been measured exhibi t a
spectrum of regional responses. Inputs range from
point sources, such as sewage discharges (e.g.
pentachloropheno l), to di ffuse sources, lin ked
either to agricultural practice (e.g. ni trate) or to the
underlying geology (e.g. iron). Many determinands
show regional patterns arising from a combination
of these so urces (e.g. zinc and phosphate). Further
variations arise because point source inputs can be
widespread across the whole region (e.g. phos-
phate) or may be limited to localised industr ial
activities (e.g. copper). Where determinands have a
major industrial source, there can be additional
changes th rough time in response to improved
treatment facil ities, changing legislation, or changes
in the industrial market.
The Tweed river system is in many regards a
closely managed system. Regulation is enacted by
the Tw eed RIM , for example by monitoring for
compliance of sewage and ind ustrial discharges
and by inspecti ng and advising on farm practi ces.
Changes in legislation have the potential to affect
many aspects of water quality, either where specifi c
chemicals are banned or restricted, or where
comp liance with consents becomes enforceable.
Many future changes in the river water quality of
the Tw eed may well be the result of poli tical
moves rather than natural causes such as climate
change. Nevertheless, it is critical that the basic
scienti fic processes af fecting water quality are
understood.
Ack no w ledg em ents
Ef ective presentation of the data is invaluable in
highl ighting the varying characteristics of the
dif erent chemical species present in the Tweed
watercourses. It provides insights into dominant
processes governing water quali ty and into the
relative importance of point and dif use input
sources. Such an approach is an essential prerequi-
site for more detailed studies of both rural and
ind ustrial catchments.
The data collected by the Tweed River Purifi cation
Board constitute an extensive resource with much
potential for scientifi c study and use in environ-
mental management. With over half a mill ion
measurements spread across more than a hundred
sampl ing sites, these data provide a majo r base on
which to build a detailed understanding of water
quality variations at the regional scale. It is impor-
tant that sampling should continue at a simi lar
level, although the focus of the programme may
change over time in the l ight of improved under-
standing .
The analysis of the Tweed RPB data provides a
prime example of the value of fully examining data
from extensive water quality monitoring pro-
grammes. Fundamental to the analysis has been the
effective use of data presentation techniques, e.g.
regional concentration maps used in conjunction
with compact time series plots. Patterns which have
not previously been discerned from raw data and
report tables become obvious once clearly pre-
sented. Data from other similar water quality
monitoring programmes have not yet been ex-
ploi ted to the full ; for many there is a wealth of
information that has yet to be accessed. The
techniques presented here provide one means of
exploit ing such information.
The report would never have been possible without the many years of data collection which has been
undertaken by the Staff of the Tw eed River Purifi cation Board . We part i cularly thank Ian Fox for his
comments, suggestions, help and enthusiasm in preparing this report and Drew McCraw for providing
data. Th e editorial production and management of the fi nal report was undert aken by Charlo tte All en. The
work was funded under the LOIS core modelling programme of the Natural Environment Research Coun-
cil. The report Ls LOIS publ ication no. 57.
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Ap p end ix A: ta ble s of a ve r ag e
co ncentr a tio ns
The tables give averages of data for sites where
more than 10 samples have heen collected between
the years 1985 and 1994. For some determinant' s, a
few points with very high and rather improbable
values have been excluded. The value above which
points have been excluded is shown as a  cutof
value.  The total number of samples and the
number which were removed are also shown.
Mean, median and trimmed mean values have been
A 1
A ppendix A
calculated. The trimmed mean is the mean of
values aft er the top and bottom 5% of values have
been removed. It is a more robust estimate of the
mean when there are possible outlier values. The 5
and 95 percentiles of the data are shown, these
give an idea of the typical range of the data. For
each site, a trimmed mean has been calculated and
the maximum, minimum and median of these site
means are shown.
A ppend ix  A
pH (2)
A 2
Dissolved Oxygen  ( f.  sat ) (9)
Suspended Solids (mg I ' ) (4) Detection Lirnit. 1
River Sewage Indust ry Fish Fish Landfl il
Inlet Outlet Si tes
Total Ammonia (mg I  '  N) (11): Detection Limit- 0 .01
Riv er Sewage Industry Fish Fish Landfi ll
Inlet Outlet Site,
Mean 10.3 51 239 3.7 4.6 21 4 Mean 0.13 12 77 2.32 0.06 0.17 4.3
Mean (trimmed ) 4.9 44 116 2.7 3.7 13 6 Mean (trimmed) 0 09 11.61 2 08 0 06 0.16 1.7
Median ao 34 32 2 0 3 0 6 0 Median 0 08 7.90 0 80 0.06 01 5 0.1
5 Percentile 10 9 5 10 1.0 10 5 Percentile 0 02 0 14 0 12 0.01 0.03 0.0
95 Percentile 30 0 136 1058 10 2 115 102 8 95 Percentile 0 39 39.52 8.15 0.14 0.38 245
Site Average• Min 1.6 12 21 1 8 2 6 2 9 Site Average Min 0 04 0.63 0 19 0.04 0.05 0.0
Site Average Median 5.5 45 396 2 6 3 7 9 5 Site Average Median 0.09 10.82 2.24 0.05 0.15 0.2
Site Average: Max 16 8 171 2539 4 2 5 6 173.1 Site Average: Max 0 16 39 94 4.19 0.09 0.24 0.5
Cutof Value 1000 400 Cutof Value 4 75
No. Measurements 5669 5266 258 397 751 1434 No. Measurements 6150 5260 73 397 751 1435
No. Excluded 0 3 0 0 0 8 No. Excluded 3 5 0 0 0 0
Dissolved Oxygen (mg I ') (13): Detection Llmit- 0.2
River Sewage Industry Fish Fish Landfi ll
Inlet Outlet Sites
Nitrate (mg I N) (14): Detection Limx1. 0.1
River Sewage industry Fleti Fish Landf ill
Inlet Outlet Siteti
Meen 110 10 7 9.4 8 4 Mean 3.9 8.8 1.8 0.6 0.7 3.8
Mean (trimmed) 11.0 10 6 9.4 8 6 Mean (trimmed) 3.4 79 1.4 0.6 0.6 3.4
Med an 110 10.6 9 4 9.6 Median 2 3 6.9 1.4 0.5 as 2 8
5 Percentile 8 1 9.0 6 8 0 3 5 Percentile 0 6 0 5 0.4 0 2 0.2 0.4
95 Percentile 13 7 12.3 119 12 1 95 Percentile 11 7 24.1 4.1 1.9 1.7 9.9
Site Average Min 9 3 10 2 8 3 0 0 Site Average Min 0.5 0 6 1.0 0.3 0.3 0.4
Site Average Med ian 10.9 10 7 9 3 9 9 Site Average Median 3.0 6 7 1.2 0.5 0 5 3.4
Sito Average Max 12 2 10 8 110 11.1 Site Average Max 315 32 4 1.8 12 12 11.2
Cutof Value 25 0 Cutof Value
No Measurements 5715 403 767 1426 No. Measurements 6114 3886 72 397 751 1435
No, Excluded 2 0 0 0 No. Excluded 0 0 0 0 0 0
A 3
A ppendix A
Conductivity (oS a n ') (61): Detection Limit- 10
River Sewage industry Fish Flah Landfi ll
Inlet Outlet Sites
Lead(pg I  '  dissotved) (109): Detection Lunit- 0.4
River Sewage Industry R ah Rah Landfil l
Inlet Outlet Sites
Mean 352 644 121 130 593 Mean 0.6 11.8 1.5 0.1 0.0 0.4
Mean (trinvned) 338 630 119 128 485 Mean (Wir ed) 0.5 79 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.3
Median 306 564 103 107 364 Median 0 5 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 Percent ile 108 331 76 78 171 5 Percentile 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
95 Percentile 782 1168 195 214 1910 95 Percentile 2 1 50.0 5.8 0.0 0.0 1.8
Site Average: Min 93 630 83 85 169 Site Average Min 0.2 0.0 0 6 0.0 0.0 0.0
Site Average. Median 320 630 97 IGO 448 Site Average Median 0 6 0.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.3
Site Average : Max 811 630 1E0 193 3953 Sate Average Max 1 0 24.6 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.7
Cutof Value Cutof Value 50 4 4 4
No. Measurements 5790 31 397 751 1435 No. Measurements 1169 556 148 120 180 1238
No Excluded 0 0 0 0 0 No Excluded 0 0 1 1 0 6
A ppendix  A
Lead (pg I ' total) (168): Detecdon Nickel (mil  I ' dissolved) (I l l ): Detection 1rnit.. 1
A4
River Sewage Industry Fish Fish Landfi ll
inlet Outlet Sites
River Sewage Industry Fish Fish Landfi ll
Inlet Outlet Sltes
Mean 1.2 9 0 8 0 0 6 Mean 0 19 32 0 1
Mean (trimmed) 1.1 2 5 0.7 0.0 Mean (Mar ried) 0 10 16 0 1
Median 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 Median 0 0 3 0 0
5 Percentil e 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 5 Percentile 0 0 0 0 0
95 Percentile 3.2 510 29 1 0.0 95 Percentile 2 96 20 1 1 4
Site Average : Nem 0.7 0 0 0 0 0.0 Site Average: PM 0 0 1 0 0
Site Average: Median 1.1 0.0 25 7 0 0 Site Average. Median 0 0 3 0 1
Ste Average: Max 1.7 104.5 51.4 6.3 Ste Average: Max 2 36 148 1 I 7
Cutof Value Cutof  Value
No. Measurements 605 3253 123 648 No, Measurements 854 555 148 120 180 1238
No. Excluded 0 0 0 0 No. Excluded 0 0 0 0 0 0
Carbon (ic  I  ' total) (167): Detection Limit  .  0.5
River Sewage industry Fish Fish Landfi ll
Inlet Outlet Sites
Iron (lig I  '  ci n ch ed)  (112) Detection Urnit. 20
River Sewage industry Fish
Inlet
Fish Landfi ll
Outlet Sites
Mean 0.2 3 7 9 1 0.3 Mean 11s 62 76 112
Mean (tr immed) 0 1 1.8 0 6 0.2 Mean (tf i rmed) se 66 88
Median 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0 0 Median ao eo 44 52 56
5 Percentile 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 Percentile 7 31 7 10 9
95 Percentile 0.9 17.6 4.7 14 95 Percent ile 125 298 171 246 392
Site Average Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Site Average- Min 46 50 17 20 16
Site Average Meda n 0.1 0 0 0.9 0.1 Site Average: Median 46 112 54 91 86
Site Average Max 0 6 6 0 1.8 2.3 Site Average: Max 49 136 131 113 278
Cutof Value Cutof Value 1500
No, Measurements 1473 337 147 1238 No Measurements 365 556 120 180 1141
No Excluded 0 0 0 0 No Excluded 0 6 0 0 0
Carbon (m I  '  dissolved) (I10): Detection Uni t- 0.5
River Sewage Industry Fish
Inlet
Fish Landfill
Outlet Si tes
Iron (mg I  '  awtl lable) (105) Detection Llmll . 20
River Sewage Industry Fish Fish Landfi ll
Inlet Outlet Sites
Mean 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 0 0 Mean 483 225 3578
Mean (trimmed) 0 0 0 2 0 0 mean (a rnmel ) 362 58 2474
Median 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Median 297 50 400
5 Percentile 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 Percentile 70 10 39
95 Percentile 0 1 2.2 0 0 0 0 0.1 95 Percentile 1409 334 19012
Site Average: Min 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 Site Average' Min 74 49 66
Site Average: Median 0 0 0.5 0.0 0 0 0 0 Site Average Median 339 1931 440
Site Average : Max 0 0 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.1 Site Average Max 1736 3754 19545
Cutof Value Cutof Value 8000 5000
No. Measurements 1176 556  147 120 180 1238 No Measurements 3431 123 648
No. Excluded 0 0 0 0 0 0 No Excluded 7 14 0
Nickel (lc  1 ' available)  (104):  Detection Limit. 10 Iron as Fe (pg P total) (169): Detection Limit  .  20
River Sewage Industry Fish Fish Landfi ll River Sewage Industry Fish Fish Landfi ll
inlet Outlet Sites Inlet Outlet  Situ
A S
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Copper (pg 1' Cissotied) (113): Detection Limil •0.1
River Sewage Industry Fish Fish Landfill
Inlet Outlet Si tes
Mercury (pgI ') (89): Detection Umit-0 .1
River Sewage !ni n ny Rah R sh Landfi ll
Inlet Outl et SltesMean 4.0 244 9 175 3 0 3.7 4 0 Mean 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1Mean (Virrened) 3 3 207 5 11.4 2.7 3.4 3 5 Mean (Wi ned) ao 0.0 0.1 0.1W i en 28 101 0 59 2 0 30 ao Median 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.15 Percentile 0.7 0 0 1.1 0 0 0 0 OS 5 Percentile 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.095 Percentile 10.1 873 8 67.9 8 0 9.0 11.5 95 Percentile 0.2 0 3 0.4 0.5Site Average: Min 1.6 3 5 4.2 2.7 2.5 2.4 Site Average: Min 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0Site Average Median 3 0 10.7 7.1 2.8 3.7 3.7 Site Average: Median 0 0 0.0 0.1 0.1Site Average. Max 10 6 510 1 63 3 3 3 4 2 8 6 Site Average- Max 0 1 0.1 0.1 0.3Cutof Value 303 20 20 50 Cutof Value 1 1.2 2 1No. Measurwnents 343 1 639 148 120 183 1238 No Measureme nts 772 983 148 78No. Excluded 0 0 1 0 1 1 No Excl uded 4 2 1 1
Chromium (pa r  dissolved) (114): Detection Limil. 0.5
River Sewage Industry Fish Fish Landfi ll
Out e/ Sites
Lindane (ng 1') (78): Detection Lirm- 1
Rivet Sewage Industry Fis h Fish Landfill
Inlet Outlet SitesMean 0 3 48 1.0 0 3 Mean 3 0 23 60 3 5.7Mean (trimmed) 0.2 29 0.6 0.2 Mean (trimme d) 2.4 19 37.1 4.1Median 0.0 0 ao 00 Med ian 2 0 17 12.0 2.05 Percentile 00 0 00 00 5 Percentile 0.0 0 0.0 0.095 Percentile 1.0 247 4 3 1.4 95 Percentile 9.3 66 285 7 21.0Site Average Mm ao o a 1 00 Site Average: Min 0.4 6 2.5 2.7Site Average Median 0.2 0 0.8 0 1 Site Average: Median 2.4 22 36.9 5.9Ste Average Max 13 98 18 2.3 Site Average-. Max 5.1 29 398.0 9.3Cutof Value 50 1 1 Cutof Value 50 400 1003No Measurements 851 634 147 120 180 1233 No. Measurements 986 515 169 78No Exd uded 0 0 1 0 0 0 No Excluded 6 6 14 0
A ppendix  A
Pentachlorophenol (pg I ' ) (92): Detection Limit - 0.01 Dichlorvos (ng I ') (149): Detection Urnit- 5
A6
DIeldrIn (ng I I) (94): Detection Lienit. 1
River  Sewage  Industry Fish Fish Landfi ll
Inlet Outlet Sites
Fenitrothlon  (ng It)(150)' Detection
River Sewage Industry Fish Fish Landfi ll
inlet Out let Sites
Mean 0 8 2 6 10 9 1.7 Mean 2 144 302 4.9
Mean (trinvned ) 0 5 2 1 3.5 13 Mean (trinvned) 0 46 72 2.7
Median 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Median 0 0 0 0
5 Percentile 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 Percentile 0 0 0 0
95 Percentile 4 0 10 7 53 5 8 2 95 Percentile 13 805 1676 22.8
Site Average Min 0 1 0 5 0 3 0 7 Site Average Min 0 1 1 12
Site Average Median 0 5 2 3 2 0 1 0 Site Average Median 1 44 46 2.2
Site Average Max 13 4 1 54 4 5 1 Site Average. Max 3 117 1572 131
Cutof Value 15 20 0 503 0 Cutof Value 103 10:00 70
No Measurements 672 510 175 78 No Measurements 665 110 139 78
No. Excluded 1 2 1 0 No Excluded I 0 3 1
Slmazlne (ng 1 ' ) (148) Detection Llintt- 10
River Sewage industry Fish Fish Landfi ll
Inlet Outlet Sites
Plrlmlphos Methyl  (ngn (188): Detection Lim11. 5
River Sewage Industry Fish Fish Landfi ll
Inlet Outlet Sites
Mean 86 113 10278 776 Mean 1 62 2 2
Mean (Man ed) 59 BO 2369 776 Mean (trinm ed ) 0 18 1 2
Median 15 0 105 664 Median 0 0 0 0
5 Percentile 0 0 92 5 Percentile o o o 0
95 Percentile 454 710 68080 1565 95 Percentile 1 I 220 15 11
Site Average. Min 2 20 113 776 Site Average Min o o I 2
Site Average Median 59 39 235 776 Site Average Median 1 3 1 2
Site Average Max 182 239 713539 776 Ste Average Max 3 58 I 2
Cutof Value 1000 1000 Cutof Value 100 100
No.Measurernents 656 140 117 13 No Measurements 590 94 96 19
No. Excluded 2 0 0 0 No Excl uded 2 0 0 0
A 7
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Hexachlorobenzene (ng I ' ) (135) Detecti on Line a
River Sewage Industry Rah Rsh Landfi ll
Inlet Out let Sites
TrIfturalin (ng I ') (152) Detection Uni t- 10
Rlver Sewage industry Fish Flab Landfi ll
Inlet Outlet SitesMean 5 236 2 Mean 8 9 691 40Mean (tr immed) 2 38 1 Mean (tren d) 4 7 185 1Median 0 0 0 Median 2 3 18 15 Percentile 0 0 0 5 Percentile 0 0 0 095 Percentile 32 965 12 95 Percentile 33 36 4519 44Site Average Min 0 0 0 Site Average Min 1 6 50 1Site Average Median 0 3 2 See Average Median 3 7 163 1Site Average . Max 10 552 5 See Average Max 11 7 3346 1Cutof Value X 0 Cutof Value 20000No, Measurements 350 333 119 78 No Measurements 665 29 129 20No. Excluded 0 2 0 0 No Excluded 0 2 0
A p pendix A
Chloroform (pg I ' ) (153): Detection Limit- 1.2
River Sewage Industry Fish Fish Land II
Inlet Outlet Sites
Mean
Mean (trimmed)
Median
5 Percentile
95 Percentile
Site Average: Min
Site Average: Median
Site Average: Max
Cutoff Value
No. Measurements
No. Excluded
249
0
A 8
1,2 - DIchloroethane (p g ) ( 155 ): Detection Llmit- 1
River Sewage industry Flsh Fish Landfi ll
Inlet Outlet Sites
Mean
Mean (trinvned)
Medan
5 Percentile
95 Percentile
Site Average Min
Site Ave rage Median
Ste Average Max
Cutof Value
No. Measurerre nts 2
No Excluded
05
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sp ec if ic d e te r m ina nd s
B. I M ain det er m inands
PH
The pH of a water sample ind icates the balance
between the acids and bases in the water and is a
measure of the hyd rogen ion concentration
(pH :a - log .H*). Acidic waters (pH < 5.6) are
generally associated with moorland and forested
areas in the uplands where the soils are thin and
acidic and rainwater inputs have relatively li ttle
contact with the rocks. Dow nstream, waters are
generally more alkaline because rainwater is
neutral ised by chemical weathering of the rocks
and hy reactions with bio logically generated
carbon dioxide from the soi ls. River water pH can
show diurnal variation (w hich may not be picked
up by the normal sampling programme). The
diurnal variation results from plant activity in the
streams during the summer. During daytime,
dissolved CO, is consumed by photosynthesis to
generate dissolved oxygen. At night the reverse
process occurs because of plant respiration. The
changes in disso lved CO, concentrations affect p11
because CO, is weakly acidic pI t is thus highest
during the daytime when CO, concentration.s are
low est.
For the Tweed and its tributaries, river water pH is
typically between 7 and 9, with most rivers exhibit -
ing an annual range of 1- 2 pH units. As can be
seen from Figure 5.2, the regional variation in pH is
relatively small - individual site averages vary
between 7.3 and 8.3 (Appendix A). However, pH
tends to increase downstream, being lower in the
upland headwater areas and higher in the lowland
agricultural areas at all levels of fl ow . For example,
Figure 111 shows the increase in pH along the
length of Mackadder Water,
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Fig ur e B Y Time ser ies  of p H  var iations at three sites
along the  Blu ckadder f or the years 1985 - 1994.  pH
increases downstream.
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The increase is probably linked with land use
patterns and nutrient levels. Occasional high pH
values (pH 9 and higher) occur on the lower
Tweed (e.g. Norham; Figure 112). Th ese are the
result of diatom growth during the late spring and
autumn, and of fi lamentous algal growth in the
summer.
10
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8
7
TWEED AT NORHAM BRID E
152 Values
Mean 8 04  ( 8 03 )
Rang e 7.05 - 10.a
4 1 )
Tweed
R039
85 86 87 88 89 90 9 1 92 93 94 95
Fig u re 8 2 Time series  of p H  measurements at
Norham Bri dge, 1985 - 1994. There is a seasonal
pa tter n wi th  h igh  values correspond ing to peri ods  of
diatom/algal growth.
River pH shows a strong decreasing relationship
with increasing fl ow . Th is decrease is rapid at
moderate fl ows, hut fl attens off thereafter (Figure
5.12). Th e pattern is consistent with a high pH
groundwater source at low fl ows which is aug-
mented by more acidic near-surface waters at high
fl ows. Because of its links w ith fl ow , pH also
exh ibi ts seaso nal variation (see Figures 131 and B2)
and, on average, is higher in the summer than in
the winter.
Most efl uent discharged to the rivers is at a lower
pH than river water, but not substantially so. For
example, sewage effl uent has an average pH of 7.2
and tip efl uent an average of 7.4, whereas river pH
averages 7.8. Fish farming appears to af fect pH
slightly, causing a decrease of about 0.2 pH units.
Suspend ed solids
For the Tweed, there is parti cular concern about
anth ropogenically generated suspended solid levels
because of the fi shing amenity value of the river -
highly turbid waters are undesirable for good
fi shing. River engineering operations such as
dredging and bank maintenance are probably the
major source of suspended solids to the rivers.
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How ever, natural erosion processes can be exacer-
bated by agricultural and forestry activity . In
additi on , industrial and sewage effl uent provide
further inputs.
Suspended so lids are strongly affected by fl ow and
rise substantially at very high fl ow s (Figure 5.9),
resulting in a strongly skewed distr ibution (Figure
B3) . Average concentrati ons given below (and in
the fi gures and tables), therefore need to be treated
w ith caution as there are a small number of sam-
ples w ith an extremely high suspended load.
Suspended solids measurements are associated
w ith high sampling errors because concentrations
vary w idely across the width of a river and w ith in a
given reach
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Mean 7.68 ( 4 .79 )
Range 1 294
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Fig u re B3 Tim e series of susp ended solids conce n -
tra tio ns f or h iv ed a bove Galaf oot, 1985 - 1994 .
The d istribu tion of susp ended solid co ncentrations
i s  stro ng ly skew ed .
On average, the Tweed and its tributar ies carry
approxi mately 10 mg I.' of suspended sol ids;
individual site averages varying between 2 and
17 mg l '' (Appendix A). No obvious trends from
upstream to downstream can be picked out from
the regional map ( Fig u re 5.2), but smaller water
courses in arable areas have a tendency towards
higher suspended solids. The Tweed is low er in
suspended solids than a number of its tributaries.
Maxi mum suspended solids are site dependent,
varyin g between 50 and 700 mg P with the highest
of these occurring in Turfford Burn and Jed, Gala
and Teviot Water (500 mg P or more).
From the regional plot (Figure 5.2), it is clear that
sewage treatment works (average 50 mg I.') are the
dominant po int sources of suspended solids and
cause dow nstream increases in river suspended
solids. Concentratio ns vary considerably between
w orks, and Jedburgh and Selk irk works have been
prone to occasional high loads (Figure B4). Usually
the distribution of suspended solids in effl uent is
much less skewed than for the rivers. Sewage
effl uent suspended solids correlate weakly with
fl ow .
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Fig u re 8 4 Time series of suspend ed solid co ncen -
tra tions f orJedbu rgh a nd Galash iels sewag e
efl uent, 1985 - 1994.Jed burgh app ea rs p ro ne to
occa sion al h igh efl uent loads .
The only industrial discharge with high suspended
sol ids has been from a potato packaging factory
(average 740 mg I.' , now relocated and discharging
3 mg 1. ). Effl uent from landfi l l sites generally
increases suspended solids levels in nearby
streams. Overall, average suspended sol ids for tip
effl uent are around 20 mg I.' - i .e. double the
average in the rivers. Fish fanning causes a much
smaller rise in suspended sol ids, typ ically around
1 mg P. At some of the locations, this di fference is
signifi cant in that it represents a doubl ing of
suspended sol ids concentrations.
D issolved oxygen
Dissolved oxygen is essential for plant growth and
fi sh l ife. The amount of dissolved oxygen in
solution varies naturally depending on the tempera-
ture, salinity, turbulence, atmospheric pressure,
photosynthetic activity and river discharge. Dis-
sol ved oxygen increases during the day when
plants photosynthesize and this contr ibutes to
diurnal and seasonal fl uctuations.
For the Tweed river and tributaries, dissolved
oxygen concentrations average around 11 mg I.:
(94% saturation). Averages fo r individual sites range
between 9 and 12 mg P w ith 90% of samples in the
range 8 - 14 mg t.' (75 - 130% saturation), although
the full data range is somewhat greater
(1 - 25 mg P or 14 - 160% saturation ; see
Appendix A). There is a strong seasonal variation
in dissolved oxygen (Figure 5.8); at most sites the
highest dissolved oxygen concentration occurs in
the spring and the low est in the autumn, though
this varies slightly from year to year probably
because of variations in the timing of algal and
diatom blooms. Th e seasonal oxygen variation is
greatest in agricultural areas (e.g. Leet Water,
Lambden Bum , Eden Water) , presumably due to
the higher weed growth in these streams. Note that
there is surprisingly little temperature di fference
betw een these sites and others with much smaller
seasonal oscillations (Figure 5.8).
Fish farms cause a reduct ion in dis.solved oxygen;
typically, average oxygen may decline from 11 to
just over 9 mg 1.1(94 to 82% saturation). Seasonal
oxygen variations are slightly exaggerated at the
outlet from the fi sh farms (Figure 5.6) w ith oxygen
minima occurr ing slightly earlier. Tip effl uent is
often very depleted in dissol ved oxygen and some
samples contain less than 1 mg P indicating that
reducing conditions exist. However, dissolved
oxygen levels appear to recover fairly rapidly as
there is only a small effect downstream of the tips.
No dissolved oxygen measurements have been
made on ind ustrial or sewage effl uent.
Biochem ical ox ygen dem and
Th e biochemical oxygen demand (DOD) is an
indication of the oxygen required to degrade any
organic matter and to ox idise inorganic matter.
BOD can be very high in sewage efl uent and even
higher in farm slurry and silage effl uent because of
the large organic content. Silage effl uent BOD is
typically 200 times as concentrated as raw domestic
effl uent, whi lst slurry is about 100 times as
concentrated (Royal Conunission, 1992). Discharges
of high BOD effl uent cause oxygen depletion
which can destroy plant li fe and fish. BOD should
normally be less than 3 mg P for a river to be
considered of Class 1 (unpol luted) . Th e maximum
permitted BOD for sewage effl uent is usually not
more than 20 mg P assuming an 81 dilution in the
ri ver (Royal Commission, 1992).
Biochemical oxygen demand in the rivers of the
Tw eed basin averages around 2 mg l' ' w ith 90% of
values in the range 1 — 3.7 mg Individual site
averages vary betw een 1.3 and 5.4 mg 11 (Appendix
A) . The regional plot of ROD (Figure 5.2) shows
highest average 130 D values in lowland areas (e.g.
Lambden Burn, Leet Water and Turf ford Burn), and
lowest values in headwater areas. The graphs show
limited point so urce inputs in these lowland areas
indicating the importance of di ffuse sources.
Potential sources of BOD are the spreading of
slurry or other ferti lizer (e.g. chicken l itter, sewage
sludge) on the land. Effl uent from silage and slurry
storage tanks may also have an impact.
Th e regional plots clearly show sewage treatment
works to be the main point source of ROD.
Biochemical oxygen demand of effl uent averages
around 50 mg P . Samples range up to 500 mg P ,
B 3
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with individual sites aven ging betw een 5 and 280
mg P . Sedimentation units and septic tanks have
typical BOD of around 100 mg P w hereas the
larger sewage treatment works usually average less
than 35 mg
Industrial 130 1) is very variable. From the limi ted
data available, the only direct industrial discharge
with high 130 13 in the Tweed area has been from
potato packaging. BOD in refuse site efl uent is, on
average, about 50% higher than in rivers (3 mg 11 .
How ever, this source probably p rovides onl y a
small contribution to the rivers, relative to the
much higher discharge fl ows from sewage
treatment works. 95% of tip effl uent has a 130 1) of
less than 20 mg P . Biochemical oxygen demand is
slightly elevated by fi sh farms (on average from 1.6
to 2 mg P), but again, this is small relative to
sewage effl uent inputs.
Biochemical oxygen demand shows li ttle
relationship with fl ow or with season, and it does
not show any consistent rise or decline
downstream. Riverine BOD has a slightly skewed
distribution, whereas BOD in efl uent can be very
skewed at some sites (e.g. Jedburgh, Selkirk ,
Newtown St. Boswells).
N it roge n species
Four measures of nitrogen are determined. 'I'hese
are, free and saline ammonia (i .e. combined NH3
and NH: ), nitrate, nitrite and albuminoid ni trogen
(a measure of the organic ni trogen content) . Of
these, nit rate and free and saline ammonia (also
referred to here as total ammonia) are the most
common measurements. Albuminoid ni trogen is
onl y measured for a few sewage treatment works.
Nitrite is mainly measured at sewage treatment
works, w ith only a few river measurements being
taken.
Th e average relati ve proportions of nitrate species
in different sample types are very distinctive
(Figure 135). In rivers, almost all nitrogen exists as
nitrate with just a small amount of total ammoni a
being present. Sewage treatment works are the
most signifi cant point source of ni trogen. For these,
around half of the nitrogen load (as mg P N) is
total ammoni a and onl y a third ni trate. Albuminoid
nitrogen makes up most of the remainin g nit rogen
load — nitr ite makes onl y a very small cont ribution.
For the other point sources, only nit rate and total
ammonia have been measured. Nitrogen levels in
industrial and tip effl uent are higher than in the
rivers, and typ ically just over half is total ammonia.
Fish farms cause a very slight increase in nitrogen,
mainly due to an increase in the total ammonia
component.
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Rivers Sewage Industry
NO3s NO2NH4
Fish inlet
NO3 G  NH4
Alb-N
Total am monia (o r free and saline anunonia)
Un-ionised or free ammonia (NH) is the mo st
redu ced ino rganic form of nitrogen in water and is
very so lub le in water. Most un-ionised ammonia is
rap idly conve rted to ammo nium ions ( s1H4+) but a
small amount can remain in river water. The
perce ntage of un4onised ammonia in solution
incre ases with pH, temperature and salinity
(Mainstone  et al.,  1989) . Fish are intolerant to high
levels of un-ionised amm onia because it reduces
the oxygen carrying capacity of the b lood (McNeely
et a l., 1979). The EEC Fresh Water Fish Directive
stip ulates that total amm onia should not exceed
0.8 mg 1.1N (mandatory) and recommends guide
levels of 0.03 mg N for salmonid waters and
0.15 mg N for cyprinid waters.
Ammoniacal compound s occur naturally in fresh
waters and mainly originate from decomp osing
plant and animal matte r. Sewage effl ue nt is the
largest source of total ammonia in rivers; about 60%
of the nitrogen in sewage efl ue nt is as ammonia
NH4
Fish outlet
NO3G 4
NH4
B4
NO2
NO3
NH4
Refuse ef luent
NO3
NH4
F ig u r e R5 Pie charts show ing relative con tribu tions  of  nitrate (NO3), total ammon ia (NH4) , n itrite (NO)
and a lbuminoid n itrogen (Alb-N) to total n itrogen con ten t (as mg P N) . The area  of  each circle is p rop or-
tional to the average tota l n itrogen con ten t. Sewage efl uen t con tains most n itrogen; industrial and ref use
efl uen t conta in sim ilar total N to the rivers (bu t with a higher p rop ortion as total ammon ia) . In river
samp les most n itrogen is as n itra te, whereas in sewage efl uent around ha lf  of  the n itrogen is as total
am m on ia . Note tha t a lbu m inoid n itrogen is on ly measured f or sewage effl uent, n itrite is on ly measu red f or
rivers and sewage efl uen t
(Mallet et al.,  1992; Royal Society, 1983) . Other
sources are silage , unused fertiliser, drainage from
livestock wastes and ru noff from sewage sludge
spread on the land. Textile industries can produce
effl uent high in total ammonia .
In the rivers of the Tweed basin , total ammo nia
occurs in low amounts; concentrations average
aro und 0.1 mg I ' N with 90% of observation s lying
between 0.02 and 0.4 mg I ' N, and many streams
never exceeding 1 mg F' N. Concentrations are
highest in some arable areas and downstream of
prob lem sewage treatme nt works e.g. Biggar Water
and (historically) Jed Wate r (Figure 5.5) . At
Jedburgh, this is part ly because of particularly high
total ammonia in sewage efflue nt due to loadings
from fellmongering (Figure 5.4). At most river sites,
total ammonia shows an increase with fl ow , but the
reverse is seen at sites, such as Jed Water Foot,
which have historically been severely affected by
sewage discharges (Figure 5.11).
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Sewage efi uent Ls the dominant po int source of
to tal ammonia. For th e Tweed, sew age efl uent
contain s an average of aro und 12 mg N of total
ammonia, w ith concentrations typica l ly in the range
1 - 40 mg I' N.  Average concentrations at individual
works range between 1 and 40 mg 11 N. The
regional map for total ammonia indicates that other
po int inputs to the ri vers are small in comr arison
with sewage treatment works. Some is leached
from tips hut this has only a small impact on river
water quality except on some of the small water
courses (e.g. Stirches where an average of 5 mg l '
N Ls fo und in one of the burns) . The only moni-
to red in dustrial so urce of total ammonia has been
from potatoes (average 4 mg N).  Fish farms
cause an increase in ammonia (Figure 116) but the
increase is insignificant in comparison with sewage
effl uent. Typically, concentrations of ammonia
average 0.06 mg 11N above a fi sh farm and 0.16
below it. This rise is explained by the excretion of
un-ionised ammonia by fi sh; free ammonia is the
chief excretory product of fi sh (Mainstone  et at ,
1989).
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Figure 8 6 Time series of total ammonia
concentrations at Pbil iphaugb fi sh f arm, 1985 -
1999. Total ammonia increases because of
ext retoty p rod ucts.
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Nitrate
See Chapter 4.
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Nitrite
Nitr i te contains nitrogen in an in termed iate oxi da-
tio n state and is seldom high in surface waters
unless they are badly polluted by inadequately
treated sewage effl uent. However, when present,
nitrite is extremely harmful to aquatic life.
Data for nitrite are relatively limited in the.Tweed
basin and levels are generally low . Nitr ite makes up
a very small fraction of the total nitrogen budget.
Measurements for some of the main river sites
average 0.015 and reach 0.05 mg N (the
detection limit is 0.01 mg 14 N). Concentrations are
higher for the sew age treatment works with an
overall average of 0.5 mg 14N and a typical range
of 0 - 2 mg N. Th ere is a large site to site
variation (averages range between 0.1 and 1.4 mg
N; see regional map).
Albuntin oid  n itro ge n
Albuminoid nitrogen is a measure of the organic
nitrogen in solution. In the Tweed catchment,
albuminoid nitrogen is only meaSured for sewage
effl uent. The average concentration is 3.3 mg 14 N
and typically values are in the range 0.5 - 7 mg 11 N.
Pho sphat e species
High phosphorus can be detrimental to water
quality since, in comhination with nitrates, it leads
to the eutrophication of surface waters. Common
sources of phosphates are human excrement,
detergents, industrial efl uents and agri cultural
drainage from fertilized land (McNeely  et al , 1982) .
For the Tweed, total and soluble phosphate have
been measured. Total phosphate includes both
dissolved-reactive plus particulate phosphate
species, whilst the soluble phosphate includes only
dissolved-reactive phosphate. Soluble phosphate
measurements are the most common; total phos-
phate has not been measured for many sewage
treatment works and there are no phosphate
measurements for tip leachate. The relationship
between total and soluble phosphate is variable.
However, river water samples tend to contain a
lower proportion of soluble phosphate than sew-
age effl uent. D-ata for fi ve sewage treatment works
were examined and, for these, the proportion of
soluble phosphate was found to vary between 55%
and 79%. Th is compares with the river sites where
average proportions of soluble phosphate ranged
from 35% to 56%. Two fi sh farms were examined
and the results of this indicated that the proportion
of soluble phosphate increased downstream of
these sites by around 10%.
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Average phosphate in the Tweed basin is
0.2 mg 11 P of which 0.1 mg !' P is soluble. Total
phosphate is very variab le; site aven ges range from
<0.1 to 1 nig t ' P total (Appendix A) , although
typical ly samp les are lower than 0.6 mg 11 R The
hig h river concentrations in the low land agricul-
tural areas ( Lambden Burn and Leet Water) mean
that these streams are classed as eutrophic and
suggest an important di f use source (Figure 5.3) .
Phosphates bind well to soil part icles and, once
bound, are not readil y leached , However, high
river phosphate concentrations can occur when
there is erosion of very fine soil particles or where
there is d irect runoff of slurry/ fertil izers from recent
application to the fi elds or from storage tanks.
Slurry contains a high proportion of phosphorus
relative to ni trate w hen compared w ith crop re-
quirements (OECD, 1986) e.g. 1% dry weight
phospho rus cf. 2.5% nitrogen (Gasser, 1980).
Addit ionally, there are a number of chicken farms
on Turf ord Bum , Lambden Burn and Leet Water.
The li tter from these is phosphate rich and is
di rectly spread as a ferti l izer. Similar dif fuse sources
of phosphate have been noted elsewhere,  e.g.  in
Devon the land contributed around 35 — 40% of the
phosphate in the river, the rest came from sewage
treatment works (NRA, 1992) . Much of the detected
dissolved riveri ne phosphate is li kely to be tx aind
to very fi ne silts.
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The most important point sources of phosphates on
the Tw eed are the sewage treatment works, for
these soluble concentrations average between 1
and 10 mg 11 I', w ith ind ividual samples ranging up
to 15 mg I.' R Both soluble and total phosphate in
effl uent are very high relative to riverine concentra-
tions, so it is perhaps a l ittle surpri sing that di ffuse
sources seem to make the most impact on river
concentrations. Fish farms arc a minor source of
phosphate causing concentrations to increase
slightly (0.05 mg I.' P). Effl uent from a potato
packaging factory contains around 2 — 3 mg I.' P of
total phosphate.
Phosphate concentrations are highest at low fl ows
and lowest at higher fl ows, and this is most marked
for the more eutrophic streams in arable areas
(Figure 5.3) . A pattern of phosphate di lution at
higher flows is observed at some sewage treatment
works - but in many cases these fl ow relationships
are weak (Figure 87) .
Chlo r ide
In low salini ty, natural waters, chlor ide is a non-
toxic major inorganic anion. Natural inputs arise
from rainfall , particularly from Atlantic frontal
systems. Sewage effl uent can be high in chloride
ow ing to the salt content of urine.
The spatial pattern of river chloride concentrations
is similar to that of nit rate. Highest concentrations
are found in low land agricultural areas and where
there is significant sewage effl uent entry nearby
(e.g. Biggar Water because of low dil ution, and Jed
Water because of poor quality effl uent) . In the
lowland agricultural regions, high chloride is due
part ly to slurry/ silage applications and part ly to
high evaporation which concentrates rainfall
inputs. River chloride site averages range from 7 to
70 mg P .
Sewage effl uent contains high levels of chlo ri de
with average concentrations between 30 and
700 mg 11, although the median of these is 70.
Particularly high concentrations are found in
effl uent from Jedburgh (due to fellmongering) and
Duns (due to high salt use in salmon smoking) —
Figures 5.1 and 138. At Jedburgh this has historically
caused a signifi cant downstream rise (Figure 88).
At Duns, the increase over time is due to the
growth of the fish smoking industry (Figure 88) .
Sew age treatment has li ttle ef ect on chloride
concentration ; effl uent concentrations are not
af fected by the grade of treatment.
None of the moni tored direct industrial discharges
are high in chlo ride. Fish farms make virtually no
impact on chloride. Some tips do contr ibute chlo-
ride, but it is rather variable and in most cases the
contribution is likely to have rather less impact
than the sewage treatment works.
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Sil ica
Sil ica is found in abundance in the earth's crust,
being present in most rocks. It is mainly produced
from chemical weathering of silicate bearing rocks
and minerals and from soi ls; there are few anthro-
pogenic so urces. Solubil ity controls in the stream
play an impo rt ant role in control li ng stream silica ,
hut bio logical activity such as diatom growth can
cause sil ica depletion during algal hloo ms. Sil ica is
not detrimental to humans or fish.
For the Tweed, sil ica measurements are only made
for the rivers. The average silica concentration is
2.4 mg I.' Si w ith individual site averages varying
between 1 and 6 mg I.' Si. Concentrations tend to
decrease downstream and are highest in the upper
reaches of Biggar Water, Larnhden Burn and Leet
Water (Figure 5.1).
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Silica exhihits a strong seasonal variation and  is
highest in winter and lo w e st in spri ng/summer
(Figure 119). For the Tweed above Galafoot, where
the sampling frequency is every week (rather than
every two months as elsewhere), there appear to
be two summer troughs - one early and one late
(Figure 5.7). It is likely that these are the result of
biologica l activi ty relating to diatom gmwth and
decay in bo th the spring and autumn.
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Silica concentrations are strongly linked with fl ow.
Concentrations rise rapidly as fl ow increases but
then quickly level of suggesting a source of silica
from soil and near surface waters (Figure 5.10).
This is consistent with the higher than average
silica concentrations in arable areas (where there is
more soil disturbance). At low fl ows, sil ica concen-
trations can plummet due to diatom uptake and
these decreases are most marked on the nutrient
rich streams. On some of the low land streams, e.g.
Lambden Bum and Leet Water, the annual minima
silica concentrations become mom pronounced
downstream. However, there is little corresponding
trend in annual maxima which remain near con-
stant, perhaps partly because of solubili ty controls
(Figure 119). There is a gradual dow nstream hiologi-
cal uptake of silica at low fl ows, probably in line
with increased nitrate and phosphate concentra-
tions. At higher fl ows, there is no opportunity for
any loss via bio logical growth.
B.2 M et als
Z inc
Zinc can he highly toxic to txxh fish and aquatic
organisms when present in excess, but it is rela-
tively non-toxic to humans. Zinc is abundant in
nature and is w idely used in industry (e.g. paints,
textiles, pri nting, chemicals). Further inputs to the
envi ronment occur through fossil fuel burning and
pesticide and ferti liser application. Usually, zinc is
found in the presence of other pollutants such as
copper and cadmium. It is readily adsorbed onto
sediments and soils (especially iron oxides) and is
more soluble at low pHs.
Average zinc concentrations of the Tweed rivers are
between 2 and 20 pg Id in dissolved form (overall
average 8 pg L'), though individual samples can
range much higher (up to 500 pg 11 . Average
sewage efl uent concentration is 80 pg Id of which
40 pg Id is in dissolved form (N.B. there are more
sites monitored for available zinc and this might
bias the averages). The regional map for available
zinc (Figure 5.13) shows that higher grade treat-
ment causes a reduction in zinc concentrations; this
is likely to relate to the lower levels of suspended
so lids in the effl uent. Sewage efl uent shows little
spatial variation for zinc (Figure 5.13) and, in
comparison with other metals, is only moderately
higher than the background river level (fi ve times
as high). This suggests that a background geologi-
cal source of zinc is important. Zinc does not
appear to have any other major point sources. Tip
effl uent averages around 7 pg 11. i.e. less than a
tenth of that seen in sewage discharges. Fish farms
cause virtually no increase in zinc concentrations
and industrial contributions are very limited.
Zinc shows litt le relationship with fl ow for either
sewage effl uent or rivers. Proportions of dissolved
BB
and particulate zinc are very scattered; dissolved
zinc averages around 60% of total for rivers but is
extremely variable for sewage treatment works. In
particular, Selkirk works has a much higher propor-
tion of particulate zinc than many other sewage
treatment works (Figure 1 10). Time series plots of
zinc show some marked drifts over time. At many
locations zinc was higher during the years 1989-
1991. Th is pattern is widespread and is found for
both river and sewage samples; it is not known
why this occurred. Over and above this, there has
been a decline in zinc at Selkirk sewage treatment
works, and an increase at Jedburgh.
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Lead
Concentrations of dissolved lead in river water are
generally small owing to its low solubility. Never-
theless, most aquatic life is sensitive to lead. The
main natural source of lead is weathering of
sulphide ores, but anthropogenic inputs are gener-
ally high relative to this. Sources include pipework,
batteries and burning of leaded fuel. Lead salts are
also commonly used in industrial processes (e.g.
printing, dying, photography, paints).
Lead concentrations in the Tweed rivers are
typically low, many samples being near or below
detection limi ts (0.4 pg Concentrations are
usually less than 2 pg I l in dissolved form (3 pg U'
total) and average around 0.6 pg I.' ( 1.2 pg I.' total).
Th e most significant point source of lead in the
area is from Selkirk sewage treatment works
(Figure 5.14) which, on average, discharges
apprm imately 100 pg U' compared with the median
sewage efl uent level of T ug P. This lead is likely
to originate from the elect ronics industry.
Galashiels effl uent is also higher than the norm
with an average of 18 pg I ' . There are no other
notable point sources; tips in the area give rise to
very litt le lead whilst industrial contributions are
insignificant. Fish farms do not af ect lead
concentrations.
Lead shows a very weak relationship with fl ow; a
small di lution atxwe lowest fl ows is apparent
where concentrations are highest — e.g. Selkirk
sewage treatment works. The separation between
disso lved and particulate lead for most river and
sewage treatment works is difi cult to judge
because the levels are so low. However, smaller
sewage treatment works tend to have higher
proportions of particulate lead. For Selkirk sewage
treatment works, only 22% of the available fraction
is a.s dissolved; furthermore, the proport ion of
dissolved lead decreases as available lead
concentration increases.
N ickel
Nickel in drinking water has a relatively low
toxicity to humans, hut it can impair growth in
aquatic li fe. Nickel commonly forms stable, usually
soluble, complexes making it a relatively mobile
metal (Mallet  et at ,  1992). Anthropogenic sources
include nickel plating, ore processing, fossil fuels
and waste incineration.
Nickel is not as widely measured on the Tweed as
some of the other metals and is relatively near to or
below the 1 pg detect ion limit for most river
sites (Figure 5.15). Measurements for sewage
treatment works and tips are also typically below
detection limits. The exceptions to this are food
processing (potatoes average 30 pg I.' ) and sewage
treatment works at Selkirk, Kelso, Jedburgh,
Galashiels and Charlesfi eld: averages 27, 10, 7, 5
and 3 pg Id, respectively. Nickel is one of the few
metals which is almost all in dissolved form in the
Selki rk discharge (Figure 1111). At Selki rk, nickel
concentrations decline at high fl ows.
I ro n
Iron is the fourth mast abundant element in the
earth's crust. It is a minor plant nutrient but is
harmful in excess because it fi xes other essential
B9
elements. Iron is not harmful in drinking water but
is undesirable for aesthetic reasons. Iron is found
in the ferrous (Fe ) and ferric (Fe ) states and is
more soluble at lower pHs and in the ferrous state.
The ferrous state is only present in water under
reducing conditions; in non-reducing conditions it
is oxidised and precipitated in the ferric form,
mainly as iron oxides and hydroxides Iron derives
naturally hum weathering of rocks but is  also
found in rainfall. Industrial activity contributes
signifi cant amounts of iron to the envint nment  e.g.
from coal burning, mining and mineral processing.
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Fig u re B11 Dissolued aga inst available metal
concem ra tions f or iron and nickel in Selkb*
efl uent showing very va riable pa rtition ing . Nickel  is
almost a ll in d issolved f rom, iron is p redomina ntly
as particu la tes (cf . also Figure B I G).
Iron is only measured at a few Tweed river sites,
although a number of samples are analysed up-
stream and downstream of sewage treatment
works. For the river sites, averages are around 200
pg U' of which 50 pg I.' is in dissolved form. Sew-
age effl uent averages 480 pg t ' (115 pg I.' as
dissolved) hut is dominated by Selki rk works
especially for the particulate component. Selkirk
discharges an average of 190 pg I.' iron as dissolved
and a remarkable 2000 pg Id as available (Figure
1511); this high value is due to iron being added as
part of the effl uent treatment process.
A ppendix B
From the regional maps, it can he seen that point
sources of iron, other than sewage treatment
works, are more significant than for the other
metaLs (Figure 5.13). Tip efl uent contains signifi -
cantly higher iron levels (average 3600 pg I '
available), than sewage effl uent, even compared
with Selkirk. The iron content is probably due to
there being high proportions of iron/ steel in refuse
and reducing conditions within the tips. Some high
iron levels have historically been measured for the
potato packing site at Winfield. Fish farms cause a
very slight increase in Min but levels are so low
that this is unimportant.
Disso lved iron increases slightly at high fl ows in
the rivers (it is the only metal to do this; Figure
1112) but has a strong decreasing fl ow relationship
at some sewage treatment works. Iron has the
lowest disso lved fract ion of the metals considered;
in rivers around 30% of available iron is in dis-
so lved form. Extremely variable partitioning is
observed at dif erent sewage treatment works; e.g.
a higher proportion of iron is as dissolved at
Galashiels in comparison with Selkirk.
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Chro m ium
Chromium is essential for animal growth, but is
harmful in excess. For plants, it interferes with the
uptake of essential nutrients. Natural sources of
chromium are rare, but chromium is commonly
used in industr ial and domestic applications. These
include central heating, fridges, metal plating,
paper and textile dying. Chromium can also be
found in some fertilisers and pesticides.
For the Tweed catchment, chromium levels are
close to the detection limit of 0.5 pg t ' (Figure
5.15). Only the Ettrick Water below Selkirk and the
Tweed above Galafoot have many samples above
the detection limit (averages for these are 1.5 and
B I O
0.4 pg I ' respectively). Selkirk sewage treatment
works dischalges over 200 pg I ' (available) which
is nearly two orders of magnitude higher than that
from most other sewage treatment works, al though
it has declined in recent years. It is also much
higher than any tip, industrial or fish farm effl uent.
Galashiels, Charlesti eld and Jedburgh works are
lesser sources; chromium concentrations are 40, 17
and 6 pg I ' respectively.
Chromium generally decreases with increasing fl ow
for both rivers and sewage efl uent. LeveLs of
chromium in the Tweed rivers are not sufficiently
high to assess the partitioning of chromium. How-
ever, for sewage effl uent, the dissolved component
is high (72% in dissolved form) and this proportion
does not vary substantially from site to site.
Co pper
Copper is an essential plant and animal nutrient
though large doses can be harmful. Fish can
experience growth inhibition at low concentrations
and some species of invertebrates are sensitive at
concentrations as low as 5 pg I I. In humans, too
much copper can cause damage to the liver. Only
trace amounts of copper are generally found in
natural waters. However, signifi cant copper inputs
can arise from widespread industr ial use (e.g.
textiles, electrical products) and from domestic use
(Fledgecou and Rogers, 1992). In agriculture,
copper is used as a fungicide and a pesticide and
in copper defi cient areas it is applied as a trace
element.
Dissolved copper concentrations in the Tweed and
its tributaries average 4 pg t ' and are typically in
the range 0 — 10 pg I.' . Total copper concentrations
are slightly higher (average 5.4; typical range 1—
14 pg I.' ). The distribution of copper is skewed and
copper concentrations over 20 pg I.' are found
occasionally at a number of sites.
The regional map shows the high degree to which
point sources from Selkirk (average 900 pg
available, of which 510 pg I.' is dissolved) and
Galashiels sewage treatment works (300 pg t ')
dominate inputs (Figure 5.14). In comparison, other
sewage efl uents are relatively low in copper (the
median is 22 pg t ') . The high copper in the Selkirk
effluent arises from electronics industry waste and
in the past has meant that Ettrick Water has failed
the Environmental Quality Standard for copper
downstream of Selkirk, e.g. in 1991. The ef ect of
this discharge to the river is substantial; concentra-
tions rise from 2 pg t ' upstream to 14 pg 11 just
downstream, decreasing to 10 pg t ' at Ettrick Water
Foot, 5 km downstream (Figures 5.18 and 5.19).
The shift in average concentration is matched by a
30 fold increase in the spread (0 — 10 pg 11 up-
stream, 1 — 330 pg I.' just downstream). Th e input
of copper is sufi ciently large that its effect s are
seen even further dow nstream (e.g. Tweed above
Galafoot; Figure 5.19). A simp le calculation based
on mean flows and average concentrations sug-
gests that, if there was no lass of dissolved copper
fi u m the river, up to 2.7 pg I.' of the 4.9 pg t ' of
dissolved copper at Tweed above Ga lafoot, and up
to 1.2 pg I.' of the measured 3.83 pg I.' at Norharn
could derive from the Selk irk input. The efl uent
f rom Galashiels wil l further increase this. In fact,
concentrations at Norham are only 0.5 pg 14 higher
than the average basin-w ide river concentration.
Thus, it appears that there is a net loss of dissolved
copper with in the river system.
There are no other signifi cant point sources of
copper. Tips average less than 5 pg and fi sh
farms only cause a very slight increase in disso lved
copper concentrations (averages rise from 3 pg l.'
upstream to 3.7 pg down.stream). The only
industries monito red have been for the relocated
potato packing company (average 40 pg I.') . There
is a tendency for copper concentrations in sewage
effl uent to he higher towards the far north/ north-
west of the Tweed catchment. This may indicate a
background geo logical source relating to the
Pentland hi l ls, although this is not evident from
copper concentrations further downstream in the
rivers. Note that, in some areas, so ils are copper
defi cient and agricultural additions are made to
animal fi xx lstuffs.
Total and disso lved copper concentrations show a
slight tendency to decl ine at higher fl ows for rivers,
and a noticeable decline with flow for sew age
treatment work effl uent. On average, around 60%
of copper is in disso lved form for both sewage
efl uent and river water, though there is some
variation across sewage treatment works.
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Ot her met als and met alloids
Determinations are also made for the metals
cadmium and mercury and for the metalloid ar-
senic. Cadmium and mercury are two of the most
toxic pollutants found in freshwaters, whilst arsenic
has a tox icity dependent on the chemical form in
which it is present. M I of these substances have a
number of ind ustrial sources. Cadmi um can derive
from non ferrous metal industries, batteries and
pigments. Mercury is used in paints, pharmaceutical
and dental work. Arsenic is discharged from mine
workings and the semiconductor industry, and is
found in preservatives and pesticides.
On the Tweed, cadmium levels are too low for
detection (<0.5 pg 14). River water concentrations
of mercury arc either at or very near the detection
limit (0.1 pg 14) with almost all values less than
1 pg N. Effl uent for sewage treatment works, li ps
and industry also contai n less than 1 pg 14 mercury,
with only the odd outlying value. Arsenic too is
almost alw ays lower than detection limits (5 pg F' )
in the rivers, but has been detected in the effl uent
from Charlesfi eld sew age treatment works (average
9 pg I-'), fro m Winfi eld potato packaging company
(8 pg V) and in one of the discharges at Easter
Lang lee tip (8 pg I.'). High concentrations of
disso lved arsenic have been found for one of the
Cleugh tip outfalls (70 pg 14); this is thought to be
due to a natural source.
Overall, disso lved and total metal concentrations in
the rivers are very low for cadmium, mercury and
arsenic and are well below environmental and
drink ing water quality standards.
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Ap p end ix C: f u r th er reg io na l
a na ly s is of n itr a te
Nitrate concentrations on the Tweed have heen
rising since the war (Figure 7.2). In many lowland
tributaries of the Tweed, nitrate concentrations can
exceed drinking water standards and some
stretches are eutrophic because of the combined
effects of high nitrate and high phosphorus inputs.
Nitrate concentrations are highest in soil waters,
but even the ground waters of the lowland regions
are high in nitrate mlative to the ha.sefl ows in
headwater st reams. This may have long term
implications for water supplies.
Here, a simple regression analysis is used to link
nitrate concentrations to factors such as land use,
geology and soil structure. The main object ives of
this analysis are to select a small number of
variables which might hest explain the water
quality . The results are preliminary rather than
defi nitive, but provide an example of how regional
analysis may be taken forward. Ideally, other
catchment descriptors would also be used. For
example, some distinct ion between crop types and
identifi cation of intensive animal farming (pigs and
poultry) would he sensible, as would variables
describing average runof and evapotranspiration.
This information is presently not readily available
in a form suitable for analysis, but these variables
could he incorporated at a later stage.
The main stages to the approach are to:
I Calculate the boundaries of the drainage areas
corresponding to each of the water quality
sampling sites.
2. Calculate the proportions of dif erent soils and
land uses within r ach catchment boundary. In
addition derive average elevation, total
catchment arr a, and estimate volumes of
sewage efl uent.
3. Reduce the number of variables (before
regression), removing variables which are only
found in very small proportions.
4. Regress nitrate on the remaining variables,
selecting a small subset of the explanatory
variables which best explain water quality .
The fi rst two stages were carried out within the
ARC/ INFO geographica l information system. Digital
land elevation data were used to characterise the
fl ow pathways. From this, the boundaries of the
C  I
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contributing catchment area were calculated, along
with catchment area and average elevation. Once
the boundaries had been derived, information from
relevant geographical data sets was overlain to
obtain catchment properties. So , for example, the
proportions of moorland, rough grassland, and
arable land were calculated for each of the water
quality sampling sites. Data on geology (from the
British Geologica l Survey), land use (ITE; Ful er,
1993) and soil properties (the HOST data set;
IkE rman et at , 1995) were treated in this way.
Estimation of sewage input was included because
of the contribution of sewage efl uent to nitrate
levels, e.g. the high nitrate concentrations on
Biggar Water are mainly due sewage efl uent. This
was crudely based on average dry weather fl ows
for main sewage treatment works in the area and
was expressed as a pmportion of the river fl ow (for
this, fl ow was assumed to be proportional to
catchment area). Some tiny watercourses were
eliminated from the analysis because they appeared
to be outlier values. These were sites on Turfford
Burn which is extremely high in nitrates; analysis
was highly infl uenced by these points when they
were included.
The results of the analysis identi fy a strong link
between land use and nitrate concentrations. Th ree
main explanatory variables were selected:
• proportion of til led land;
• proportion of mown/ grazed grass;
and the
• proportion of soils which have a macroporous
structure overlying shallow groundwater (<2m;
Host Classifi cation 5; Boorman et al ., 1995).
Together, these three variables explained 93% of
the total variation. Regional distributions of these
classifi cations are shown in Figure CI , and the
links with nitrate together with fi tted regression
slopes are shown in Figure C2.
Al though, the analysis gave a good fi t to the data,
great care would need to be exercised for these
results to be extrapolated to other areas or to land
use change scenarios. Many of the geological types,
land uses etc. are strongly correlated and
alternative sets of explanatory variables with only
slightly dif erent degrees of fi t can be identifi ed.
Also, a large number of variables were used in the
regression (even aft er the reduction at stage 3). It is
therefore passible that some variables were
C2
Fig u re Cl Distributions of va riables used to exp lain n itrate variations . Shading is graded f rom black
( 100 96) to wh ite accord ing to the percen tage cover within each 1 km grid square. (a) mown/graz ed
g rasslands (b) tilled la nd (c) soils with macrop orous f low structure overly ing a sha llow groundwa ter
(<2m) . Da ta show n are f rom the H E landcover map (Fuller, 1993) and HOST (Boorman et al., 1985) .
selected during regression due to a coincidental
correlation, rather than a causal ef ect . This is
unli kely to be the cast for the two land use
variables, which agree with know n theory, but
Nitrate (mg/ I N)  (14)
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Fig ure 0  Fitted regression l ines f or nit rate. The top lef t graph shows obsert ed aga inst p red icted nitrate
concentrations together with a I : I l i ne. The remaining graphs show ni trate aga inst the three selected
exp lanatory tx tr iables. The l ines show the mult iple regression slopes of the f itted rela tionships. The letters
used  on  the gnaphs denote the d if ferent tr ibutari es and a re alphabetically ordered  f rom upstream  to down
stream (see Append ix () ; letters used correspond to the fi rst letter of the site code) .
could perhaps apply to the HOST so il type. Further
analysis and application to other areas would be
required to make the approach more robust.
á
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Ap p en d ix D: ta ble s of s a mp le s ite
d e ta i ls
Th ese tabl s give details of sample sites including
the site description, an approximate grid reference
and the site codes. Some sites have been sampled
under more than one sampling scheme, e.g. North
Sea Action Plan (NSAP) and Paris Commission
D I
(PARCOM) and these are indicated . For each site
the river system to which the site is attached is
shown. For rivers, the type column ind icates
whether a site is located on the main river in the
area (r) or is a tr ibutary (0 .
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R ive r a nd t ri b ut a ry s ite s , co n t inue d
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Ma in s e w ag e t re a t m e nt w o r k s
0 3
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Gib e r s e w ag e tr ea t m ent w o r k s
Ind u s t ry s ite s
D4
Sit e s ne a r s e w ag e trea t ment w o rks
D 5
Fis b f a n n s ites
River Area
Yarrow
Yar row
Y fi TOVI
EttrIck
EttrIck
EttrIck
Gala
Gala
Gala
Gala
Gala
Gale
Gala
Gala
Whiteadder
Whiteadder
WNteadder
Whiteadder
WNteadder
Tweed
Tweed
Tweed
Tweed
Tweed
Tweed
Tweed
Tweed
Codes Grid rat
Regular NSAP East North
13FOrn
DF001 FT001
FT002
EF001 FP001
EF002
EF003 FP002
EF001 FLOO1
EFCO2
EF003
EE 4
EF005 FG001
EF036
FG002
FLOO2
NF003 FACOI
NFOO4
NFOO5
FA002
FA003
PF001 FI-100 1
PF002
PF003
PF034
PF005
PF036
PF038
3379
3369
3378
3457
3458
3461
3439
3442
3477
3477
3477
3476
3478
3441
3759
3762
3764
3762
3762
3231
3231
3230
3229
3229
3228
3228
FH002 3229
6285
6277
6284
6280
6285
6285
6444
6441
6380
63E0
6386
63E6
6381
644 1
6621
6620
6620
6620
6618
6362
M P,
63E3
6364
6365
6366
6366
6364
T1NNIS FISH FARM - OUTLET
TINNIS FISH FARM - INLET
YARROW WS TINNIS E.F. (UST II) 3780 2845
PHIUPHAUGH FISH FARM INLET
PHIUPHAUGH FISH FARM - PONDS OUTLET
PHIUPHAUGH FISH FARM - LA DE OUTLET
LUGATE FISH FARM INLET
LUGATE FISH FARM - OUTLET
GALA HAUGH FISH FARM - BOTTOM INLET
GALAHAUGH FISH FARM - BOT TOM OUTL ET
GALA HAUGH FISH FARM - TOP INLET
GALA HAUGH FISH FARM - TOP OUTLET
GALA MS GALA HAUGH FF (LIST II) 47803818
LUGATE D/S LUGATE FF (LIST 11) 4410 4419
ABBEY ST. BATHANS FISH FARM - INLET
ABBEY ST. BATHANS F.F. - OUTLET TO LADE
ABBEY ST. BATHANS F.F. - OUTLET TO RIVER
LADE FOOT A ST. B FF (UST II) 7620 6205
WHITEADDER D/S A ST. B FF (UST II) 7627 6180
HUNDLESHOPE FISH FARM - TOP INLET
HUNDLESHOPE F.F. - DISCH. TOP 3 PONDS
HUNDLESHOPE F.F. - DISCH. 4th POND
HUNDLESHOPE F.F. - INLET BOTTOM PONDS
HUNDLESHOPE F.F. - DISCH. FROM FRY TANKS
HUNDLESHOPE F.F. - DISCH. BOTTOM PONDS
DISCHARGE FROM HUNDLESHOPE FISH FARM
HUNDLESHOPE BURN (LIST II) 2295 3645
Site descaption
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La neff il sites
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á
Ce ntre for
Ec olog y &
Hydrolog y
